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Abstract 

In the standard model of the Universe, the cosmos has only acceler
ated once since decoupling and only recently, at around a redshift of 
z ~ 0.5 as supported by different observations including Type Ia Su
pernovae (SNIa), the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), Large 
Scale Structure (LSS), and Weak Lensing (WL). This confirmation 
however, lacks a fundamental physics explanation. The hypothetical 
form of energy termed 'dark energy' (DE) assumed to account for 
that acceleration behavior, is still mysterious and why its dominance 
only occurred recently is a profound problem widely known as the 
coincidence problem. So far all attempts for resolving the coincidence 
the problem have been unsatisfactory. Here we investigate a possible 
solution to the coincidence problem in the form of multiples phases of 
acceleration (MPA). If there were more than one phase of acceleration 
between now and decoupling, then the current phase of acceleration 
would be much less special, alleviating the coincidence problem. We 
use a modified Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique to
gether with the WMAP five year TT data to search for parameters 
allowing a second phase of acceleration. Despite extensive search we 
find no models that simultaneously fit the WMAP data and yield a 
second phase of acceleration, ruling out this particular set of models 
as the solution to the coincidence problem. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Over the last decade, the Universe has been observed to have an accelerating 
expansion that started at redshift z rv 0.5, in contrast to previous beliefs sug
gesting that it has been slowing down. This discovery was confirmed on the 
basis of Supernovae Ia (SN Ia) observations (Riess et al. (1998), Perlmutter et at. 
(1999a)) and afterwards, observations from the Cosmic Microwave Background 
(CMB) (Spergel et al. (2003)), Large Scale Structure (LSS) (Abazajian et at. 
(2004)) and Weak Lensing (WL) (Linder (2004)). Although this accomplishment 
is among the most exciting in modern cosmology it has also ignited lots of issues 
and challenges to cosmology as well as related fields. 

In order to account for the accelerating behavior of the Universe the standard 
cosmology favors a cosmological constant (CC) A. It was initially introduced 
by Einstein as a new component of the stress-energy tensor in his general rela
tivity field equations, in order to account for a repulsive gravity and thus make 
the Universe static. The idea was abandoned later after the discovery of the 
expansion of the Universe by Hubble in 1926, which is well known as 'Einstein's 
greatest blunder'. The cosmological constant came back again in 70's (Gunn 
& Tinsley (1976); Sulentic et al. (2007)), introduced to explain some observa
tions, like quasars distribution at high redshift, Hubble diagrams of clusters, and 
the age of the Universe problem. The standard cosmology, is usually referred 
to as ACDM, because it also relies on a theory of structure formation based on 
clustering induced by cold dark matter (CDM). Nowadays ACDM with initial 
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conditions provided by the inflation theory fits remarkably well the current cos
mological data. 

In classical general relativity, the CC has t.he dimension of [length]-2 and it is just 
a constant of nature that one has to determine experimentally. On the other hand 
quantum fluctuations in the vacuum act as contribution to the CC, which can 
be computed from quantum field theory. The vacuum energy in Quantum Chro
modynamics (QCD), Electroweak, Grand Unified Theory (GUT), Planck energy 
scales can be estimated as "-,1036,,,-,1047,,,-,10102,,,-, lOll0 erg/em3 respectively 
(Carroll (2001); Sha.piro (2008)). However the vacuum energy associated to the 
CC was found to be p~x "-' (10-10) erg/em3 ; thus, there is a need for some un
known contributions to cancel the quantum fluctuations contribution and fine 
tune A by 46-120 orders of magnitude. This is a fundamental issue for the phys
ical meaning of the CC, known as the CC problem. 

Another related issue to the accelerating nature of the Universe is that the vacuum 
density normally doesn't change with time but other components of the Universe 
like radiation and matter density do as the Universe expands. The reason why 
it is only at low redshift that the Universe become vacuum energy dominated 
is of high priority to know because if it had happened at any earlier epoch the 
Universe would have evolved differently. Based on current theory, the ratio of 
the matter and vacuum decreases as a-3 , with a, the Universe scale factor, which 
evolves with time. Clearly it is only within a limited period in which observers 
can witness simultaneously the vacuum energy density to matter density ration 
to be rv 0(1) and the t.ransition from matter dominated epoch to vacuum dom
inated epoch. There is yet no convincing physical reason why this transition is 
happening at the present time; thus it is referred to as the coincidence problem. 

Different models were built around the scalar field theory attempting to explain 
the acceleration of the Universe, without the cosmological constant (or, at least 
with a negligible energy compared to the global dynamics of the Universe). Some 
models assume a hypothetical form of energy termed "Dark Energy" (DE), with 
a constant equation of state w = pp-l =1= -1 (the ratio of pressure to density), or 
an equation of state evolving with red shift z, w(z) = pp(Z)-l. Those include: 

2 
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• Quiessence. This model uses W = constant, and w = -1 is a special case 
corresponding to the cosmological constant A (Lazkoz (2007)). 

• Quintessence models treat dark energy as a slowly varying scalar field with 
a potential V obeying different conditions to try tracking dark energy be
havior (Caldwell et ai. (1998), Kolda & Lyth (1999)). 

• "Phantom" DE models allow even very negative equation of state w = 

pi p < -1 (but can lead to unclear physical interpretation and develop in
stabilities at the quantum level) (Caldwell et ai. (2003), Wang et at. (2004)). 

• Modified gravity DE where gravity is modified at cosmological scales to 
try to explain the late time cosmic acceleration. The representative of the 
generalized modified theories of gravity are the f(R) theories which involve 
adding to the Ricci scalar R in the Einstein action an arbitrary curvature 
function F(R) to allow it to be renormalizable (Sotiriou & Faraoni (2008)). 

• Chaplyin gas model using pp ex -1, as the equation of state and p = 

(A + B(l + Z)6)1/2 (Chakraborty & Debnath (2007); Debnath (2007)). 

We will describe more on some of these models in Chapter (2). Other models 
include Oscillating DE, Interacting DE, Scalar-Tensor DE, Holographic DE, etc. 
For details on the mentioned models see Salmi & Starobinsky (2006) and refer
ences therein. 

Other alternatives were built around parametric and non-parametric reconstruc
tion of quantities and functions directly related to dark energy. The luminosity 
distance, the DE density, DE equation of state Wde, etc. In the parametric case 
the most common way is expanding the quantity into Taylor series up to a certain 
number of terms. Alternatively, instead of a Taylor expansion, one can describe 
the dark energy equation of state through a different ansatz (Bassett et al. (2002)), 
or using the principle components method (Huterer & Sta.rkman (2003)). The 
non-parametric reconstruction involves the use of some smoothing of quantities 
binned appropriately in the red shift space (\;Yang & Lovela.ce (2001)), and also 
kinematic description which uses quantities directly related to the expansion of 
the Universe (e.g the scale factor a, the Hubble parameter H, or the deceleration 
parameter q) and modification of general relativity theory to explain the cause of 
cosmic acceleration. 

3 
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The goal of this thesis is to propose a new class of solutions to the cosmic co
incidence problem by suggesting a particular dynamical nature of dark energy 
through some special parameterization accounting for a second phase of acceler
ation after decoupling. With such a class of solution we may be able to check: 

• Whether the current acceleration of the Universe is unique since decoupling: 
there have been another phase of acceleration in the more distant past and 
maybe others will happen in future. 

• Dark energy exhibits dynamical behavior and therefore w i= constant. 

• Do the parameters used to obtain a second phase of acceleration allow a 
good fit to current CMB data? 

In the next chapter we give a brief review on the Universe most favored description 
(isotropic and homogeneous) focusing on the cosmic acceleration and coincidence 
problem. In Chapter three we describe our parameterization and toy test of our 
model. In Chapter four we give a more robust test of our model via Monte Carlo 
sampling method and finally in Chapter five we discuss our results and draw 
conclusions. 

4 
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Chapter 2 

The Universe and acceleration 

This chapter covers basic concepts and some of current approaches used in mea
suring different quantities in modern cosmology. We concentrate on descriptions 
and ideas behind its mysterious current acceleration and the coincidence problem. 
In the following section we cover basic concepts in cosmology, in section (2.2) we 
explain how structures in the Universe formed and their impact on its current 
accelerating expansion. In section (2.4), we describe the CMB anisotropy. In 
section (2.5), we give more details on cosmic acceleration and its evidences. 

2.1 Brief introduction to cosmology 

The cosmological principal says that no point in the Universe is preferred, which 
allows the assumptions that in a set of spatial surfaces in a spacetime, all physical 
properties ofthe Universe don't change with direction (isotropic) and are the same 
at all points (homogeneous). These two assumptions are were also found to be 
in agreement with large scale (» 10Mpe) (Spergel et al. (2003)), distribution of 
galaxies, and the quasi-uniformity of CMB. The spacetime metric describing such 
a universe has the familiar Friedmann Robertson walker (FRW) line element 

(2.1) 

where d02 = dfP+sin2()d¢2, X is the comoving radial distance (a massive particle 
at rest in comoving coordinates remains at rest, and a freely moving one will come 
to rest in those coordinates. See section (2.2) for more details about its dynamics), 

5 
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2.1 Brief introduction to cosmology 

and 8, ¢ are angular coordinates, t corresponds to time, a the scale factor. iK(X) 
corresponds to the 3-dimensional space curvature with 

{ 
JR sin( VKx) if (K > 0) 

iKeX.) = X if (K = 0) 
h sinh v' - K X if (K < 0) 

(2.2) 

where K is the space curvature. Note we used coordinates where c=1, and unless 
mentioned, will adopt the same value for the remainder of this work. Equation 
(2.1) which was originally introduced due its mathematical simplicity was later 
found to be a good representation of the Universe on large scales, see for example 
the discussion in Silvestri & Trodden (2009). 

2.1.1 Cosmological red shift 

The scale factor characterizes the size of the Universe, and the momentum of a 
freely moving particle scales as 1/a(t) what introduces the stretching of wave
length or redshift of photons from a distant galaxy. The Hubble's law (Hubble 
(1929)) relates the recession velocity v of an object to its comoving distance X 
via v = HX, with H = a/a, the Hubble parameter, we can write 

a 
dv = -dX. 

a 
(2.3) 

The Doppler shift relation gives the change in frequency of the emitted waves due 
to the motion of the emitter. We then can write 

dA dv da 

Ae v a 
(2.4) 

where the second equality is due to relation (2.3). Integrating both sides of (2.4) 
yields 

(2.5) 

where e and r indexes refer to quantity at emission and reception respectively, 
and Ar/ Ae = 1 + z, with z the cosmological redshift. This relation tells us about 
the size of the Universe via the scale factor a(te ). In addition, the time intervals 
are related to the redshift through 

dt = - dz (26) 
H(z)(1 + z) . 

Equation (2.6) can help to determine the age of the Universe as we will see later. 

6 
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2.1 Brief introduction to cosmology 

2.1.2 Friedmann Equations 

When the FRW metric is considered in solving the Einstein field equations 

(2.7) 

where GJw = R,.lV - (1/2)R9/J-v, 9/J-v is the metric tensor, A is the cosmological 
constant, R/J-v, the Ricci tensor, R the Ricci scalar and T;w the energy-momentum 
tensor, one can obtain 

(~)2 _ 87rGp _ K + A 
a - 3 a2 3' 

(2.8) 

and 
ii 47rG A 
~ = --3-(P + 3p) + 3' (2.9) 

which are Friedmann equations and the acceleration equation respectively. In 
these equations P is the energy density, p the pressure which includes all the 
Universe's contents, and A = 87rGPvac; with Pvac the vacuum density. 
From the equations (2.8) and (2.9) one can easily get the continuity equation 

p= -3H(p+p), (2.10) 

and to make a complete set of equations to describe both the geometry and the 
evolution of the Universe, one has also to consider the equation of state relating 
the energy density and pressure 

W = pip. (2.11) 

For simplicity w is considered to be constant although it is expected to change 
with redshift. Using the equation of state and the continuity equation yields an 
important relation, 

P ex a-3(I+w). (2.12) 

For relativistic (radiation) and non-relativistic particles( dark matter, baryons) we 
have Wr = 1/3 and WmO = 0 respectively leading respectively to Pr = Pro(1 + Z)4 
and Pm = Pmo(1+z)3. Therefore radiation dilutes faster than matter. In the case 
of a universe with N(i = 1, ... N) different fluids the above equation can be put 
into the form 

N 

P = L PiOa- 3(I+w;), 

i=l 

7 
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2.1 Brief introduction to cosmology 

and the Friedmann equation becomes 

(
0.)2 _ 87rG ~ -3(1+Uli) K A 
- - --L...JPiOa - - +-. 
a 3 i=l a2 3 

(2.14) 

For the present epoch and considering a flat universe (K=O) the above equation 
yields 

(2.15) 
i=l 

where we have defined the density parameter of the i-th component as 

Pio 87rG 
OiO == p; = 3H2 Pio (2.16) 

with Pc = 3HJ /87rG the critical density, which is the density required to make the 
current Universe flat, and G = 1.88 x 1O-29h2gcm-3 the gravitational constant 
and 

(2.17) 

We also define 
K 

OK = a2 H2' (2.18) 

which is the Universe curvature density parameter. There is also a relation be
tween the density parameter 0 and the spatial curvature of the Universe: For 
0 0 > 1, the Universe's spatial curvature is positively curved; for 0 0 < 1, the Uni
verse's spatial curvature is negatively curved; for 0 0 = 1, the Universe's spatial 
curvature is flat. This shows that a FRW universe is mainly characterized by the 
Hubble constant Ho and four density parameters: Om, On OK and 0A. Another 
important quantity to mention here is the deceleration parameter, q( z) defined 
as 

(2.19) 

that can tell us by how much the Universe acceleration has increased. 

Realistic measurements have been done by Millimiter wave Anisotropy eXper
iment IMaging Array (MAXIMA), Balloon Observations Of Millimetric Extra
galactic Radiation ANd Geophysics (BOOMERANG), Cosmic Background Ex
plorer (COBE) (Jaffe et oJ. (2001)), and most recently, Wilkinson Microwave 
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) (Komatsu et at. (2009)) in order to gain accurate 

8 
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2.1 Brief introduction to cosmology 

The easiest case to solve is when the Universe is matter dominated and hence 
Om ~ 1 and, OA = 0 which gives to = 2/3Ho. 

The radiation energy scales as Pr ex: a-4 as shown in equation (2.12). In the early 
Universe (t - 0) radiation dominates over other components and from Friedmann 
equation (2.14) we get a(t) ex: 0. At late time however (t - 00) radiation is 
negligible; and using the same equation and assuming a flat universe we find that 
a(t) ex: t2/ 3 . In both cases we have assumed that the cosmological constant is 
zero. 

2.1.4 Distances in Cosmology 

In a generalized space-time, the distance determination requires us to know 
whether the space is flat (normal Euclidian space) or non flat (open or closed 
space). In addition, for very distant objects the simplest way to measure their 
distance is either comparing their apparent angular size to their actual diame
ter or their apparent luminosity to their assumed real luminosity. In cosmology 
the most used distances are: the luminosity distance, and the angular diameter 
distance as defined below. It is however worth defining two other distances that 
allow us to take into consideration other effects like expansion and the geometry 
of the Universe, namely the comoving distance and the proper distance. For more 
details on distances one can check Harrison (1993) 

The comoving distance 

This is the distance between the source world-line and an observer world-line 
comoving with the expansion of universe. Coordinatewise, if an observer is at Zl 

and the source at Z2, for photons ds = 0, we then can find from the metric that 

the comoving distance simplifies calculations a lot especially in complicated met
ric elements. It is then assumed in almost all analysis involving the Universe 
geometry. Most authors assume the comoving distance to be non dynamic i.e 
not changing between two given comoving observers. Any particle moving with 
respect to the comoving coordinates has a so called peculiar velocity which decays 
as 1/a unless it is supported by inhomogeneous matter distribution. 
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2.1 Brief introduction to cosmology 

The proper distance 

This is refers to the distance which is measured using the travel time of a ray of 
light reaching an observer at Zl at time t2 from a source at Z2 at time t2. It is 
then defined as dp = -c J dt = -c J(aH)-lda which leads to 

c l a
(Zl) 

dp(Zl' Z2) = H [a-10 m + (1 - Om - 01\) + (a)201\]1/2da. 
o a(z2) 

(2.22) 

The proper distance in contrast to comoving distance is assumed to be changing 
between two observers and then at low redshift (or within small range of redshift) 
coincides with the comoving distance. 

Angular diameter distance 

If we consider an observer at redshift Zl and object at redshift Z2 with the physical 
cross section b'A and solid angle b'w the angular diameter distance is given by 

(2.23) 

The solid angle b'w is related to the cross section b'A via 

b'w b'A 
41r - 41ra2(z2)fk[X(Zl, Z2)] , 

(2.24) 

using the above relation into (2.23) we can write 

(2.25) 

This distance is important for the estimation of how far away is an astronomical 
object is. The relation (2.25) is valid in any FRW universe. 

The luminosity distance 

Objects for which we know luminosity are called 'standard candles', naturally 
there are rare. The most used ones so far are type Ia supernovae. They are very 
bright and can be found out to cosmological distances. The luminosity distance is 
defined as 

(2.26) 
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2.1 Brief introduction to cosmology 

where F is the observed flux from the standard candle, L its intrinsic luminosity. 
In relation to the emitted luminosity Le the flux is given by 

(2.27) 

leading to 
(2.28) 

In relation to the angular diameter distance, the luminosity distance is also given 
by 

(2.29) 

The above relation is valid in any space-time and shows that photons are red
shifted by (1 + z), the angular diameter distance and the flux are then reduced 
by a factor of (1 + Z)2 and (1 + Z)4 respectively. Figure (2.2) compares the four 
mentioned distances. All the distances almost coincide at low redshift. 

~.-.----.-------.-------r------.-------. 

35 

30 

25 

d 

°OL-----~------~10------~1~5------~~~----~25 

Figure 2.2: Comparison of the four distances measures dAJ dpJ dc, and dL in a 

flat universe with Om = 0.3, OA = 0.7 and Ho = 70.0kms- 1 Mp~l. 

2.1.5 Hubble diagram 

Standard candles are supposed to have fixed absolute magnitude M which is the 
apparent magnitude an object would have if viewed at 10 parsecs away from the 
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2.1 Brief introduction to cosmology 

observer. If we subs tract the measured logarithmic energy flux m, we obtain 
distance modulus f.-L = m - M which is used to constrain cosmological models 
using the luminosity distance dL via and using equations (2.27) and (2.28) 

f.-L(z) = 5log10 (1~~C) (2.30) 

This relation is also known as the magnitude-redshift relation. This is visualized 
with the Hubble diagram (Figure (2.3)). If one Taylor expands the scale factor 
a(t) = 1 + Ho(t - to) - (qoHO)2(t - to)/2 + ... , then 

(2.31) 

This is a test for acceleration or deceleration of the Universe if one considers the 
deviation from the linear case which is the usual Hubble law. 

0.5 

- 0 .. =0.2, w=-1.0 

- 0 .. =0.3, w=-l.O 

" ". 
. " 

1.0 
redshift z 

.... .... , . 

1.5 

.... 
.... ,,' 

" 

2.0 

Figure 2.3: The effect that dark energy has on cosmic distance shown through 

different values of Om and w in a flat universe (Frieman et ai. (2008)). 
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2.2 Structure formation 

2.2 Structure formation 

There is a reasonably precise prediction and explanation of the observed large 
structures in the Universe by simply performing the linear perturbation of in
volved quantities (Marcos et at. (2006), Bernardcau et at. (2002)). The simplest 
case is the Newtonian limit valid for scale r « CH-l and non relativistic case 
v I c « 1. The ideal fluid equations, namely conservation equation, Euler equa
tion(relativistic) and Poisson equation in the comoving coordinates x = ria with 
a peculiar velocity v = ai', can be put respectively into 

p(x, t) = -~~. [(1 + 6(x, t))V1 
a 

:.. 1 (.... ....).... a.... 1 ~ '" v + - v· \7 r v + -v = - - v rIP 
a a a 

\72¢ = 41fG6pa26 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

where we have introduced the dimensionless density contrast 6(x, t) = (p(t) -
15)115, with 15 corresponding to the background density and we have neglected the 
pressure term in the Euler equation as ~pl p «~¢. Only taking into account 
the linear perturbation regime one may write the first two equations above as 

. 1 .... 
6+-\771=0 

a 
. a 1 .... v + -v + -\7¢ 

a a 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

Taking the time derivative of the first equation, dividing the second by the scale 
factor a, subtracting one from the other, and making use of both the continuity 
and the Poisson equations yields 

.. . c:k 
(

_2 2 ) 
6 + 2H6 + :2 -47rGp 15k = 0, (2.36) 

with Cs = oplop the sound speed and k the wavenumber. It is also important to 
define here the Jean's wavenumber k} == 47rGpa2 Ic~ which characterizes gravita
tionally stable and unstable modes. For short wave modes k » kJ perturbations 
oscillate as a sound wave 6(t) rv exp(±iwt) with w = cs kla(t)(l - n) and we 
have assumed that aCt) ex: tn. For long wavelength modes with k « kJ, the 
above equation is expected to have a growing mode (D+) and a decaying mode 
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2.3 Power spectrum and Transfer function 

(D_). We then can write its solution as b(x, t) = A(x)D+(t) + B(x)D_(t) and 
the perturbation equation takes the form 

.. . 3 2 3 
D + 2H(z)D - 20moHo(1 + z) D = 0, (2.37) 

which is known as the linear growth factor equation. 

The simplest solution is obtained for a dust dominated universe with Om = 1, 
for which D+(t) ex: t2/ 3 ex: a(t) and D_(t) ex: t- I ex: a-3/ 2 • We are here interested 
only in the growing case as it is the one falling in the scenario of structure for
mation. In general, dlnD+ldlna ~ Om; this implies that as Om goes below one, 
the growth slows down. For Om i= 1, D+(t) is rather complicated. The case for 
Om i= 0 is treated in (Peebles (1980)). 

The growth of structure analysis explains why the early universe (at time t « 
300000 yrs) was very homogeneous and how it ended up having structures (stars, 
galaxies, clusters, ... ) with different overdensities: stars (bpi p '" 1030), galaxies 
(bpi p '" 105), clusters of galaxies (bpi p f'V 10 - 103), superclusters (bpi p '" 1), 
and so on. In a fiat universe, the growth of the linear density perturbations 
ceases when dark energy begins to dominate (Frieman et al. (2008)). The redshift 
corresponding to that is estimated through z = (Ode/Om) -1/3w

de - 1. The other 
effect is imposed by the equation of state where higher values of the equation of 
state makes dark energy to become dominant earlier, and thus stops the growth 
earlier. Therefore for the growth factor to have a small value since decoupling it 
is necessary for the perturbations to keep a large amplitude between the redshift 
for reionizationzre and the current redshift Zo (Frieman et al. (2008)). We also 
would expected it to be nearly uniform for scale l « cH-1 . 

2.3 Power spectrum and Transfer function 

In a fiat universe, we can work in Fourier space and define the components of 6 
to be 

(2.38) 

with 

(2.39) 
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2.4 The cosmic microwave background 

In the case of a Gaussian field different phases in the field 6(x) are uncorrelated 
and the probability distribution of 6 is also Gaussian, 

1 
p(6) = ~exp( _62 /2(J2), 

21f(J2 

where (J2 is the variance and is given by 

(J2 = 41f 100 

2P(k)dk, 

(2.40) 

(2.41 ) 

where the quantity P{k) is the power spectrum given by P(k) = (AkAt:) and Ak = 

6k exp( -i8k) and At: = 6k exp(i8k) . The power spectrum gives the information 
about the density fluctuation as a function of scale. Its shape is preserved at 
linear scales and grows proportional to D2 (t). 
An other quantity to define in the linear theory power spectrum is the transfer 
function T(k) 

(2.42) 

T(k) describes the fluctuations growth after they reenter into the horizon. T2(k) 
is constant at large scales but equal to T4(k) at small scale (Eisenstein & Hu 
(1997)). 

2.4 The cosmic microwave background 

This subsection discusses mainly the cosmic microwave background radiation and 
its impact on acceleration by putting some constrains on parameters involved in 
detecting dark energy which is the potential candidate for causing the Universe 
expansion to accelerate. We will describe the CMB power spectrum, and how its 
measurements are affected by different contaminations. 

The cosmic microwave background is a fair picture of the radiation fluid at the 
time of decoupling at redshift z ~ 1100. In its early history, the Universe was 
opaque due to the inverse compton scattering in the photon-baryon plasma. Later 
on, its expansion temperature decreased to around T ~ O(l)eV, corresponding 
to decoupling redshift, electrons and nucleons recombined, the Universe started 
to become transparent and photons can propagate freely. At the beginning those 
photons were highly energetic but as the Universe expands they get cooler and 
cooler and now they can be detected only in microwave band. As the scale factor 
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2.4 The cosmic microwave background 

scales as a ex liT, with T the temperature of the Universe, and considering 
that radiation was dominating in the early universe with Pr ex T4, one can even 

compute the age of the Universe at any temperature through (tiT) 2 ex 81fGT4/3 
(Hu & Dodelson (2002». 

2.4.1 Anisotropies in the CMB radiation 

The cosmic microwave radiation measured by the Cosmic Background Explorer 
(COBE) and Wilkson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellites showed 
some temperature fluctuations of order of 10-5 (Smoot et at. (1992)). Those 
fluctuations have been mainly sourced from following physical effects: the pecu
liar velocity of the last scattering surface, radiation field intrinsic fluctuations on 
the last scattering surface, fluctuations in the gravitation potential on the last 
scatter ring surface also known as the Sachs Wolfe effect, which is a dominant 
fl uctuation source mainly on large scales, e » 10 , with e the angle substended 
on the last scattering surface (Gaztanaga et at. (2006), Afshordi et al. (2004)). 
We give more description about this effect below. 

Fluctuations on large scales are mainly primordial ones and on small scales we 
observe those which entered the horizon before decoupling, and therefore show the 
photon-baryon acoustic oscillations. Those were damped by gravity and radiation 
pressure. It is then expected to have the maximum amplitude of oscillations on 
fluctuations that entered the horizon just before decoupling i.e D rv Hl~l or the 
horizon size. 

The Sachs Wolfe (SW) effect and the Integrated Sachs Wolfe effect(ISW) 

Gravitational fields can alter the energies of photons and therefore can make their 
wavelength longer (redshif ted) of shorter(blueshifted). This happens to some of 
the photons from the last scattering surface as they cross the potential wells 
caused by matter overdensity. This is called the Sachs Wolfe effect named after 
Rainer Kurt Sachs and Arthur Michael Wolfe (Sachs & \Volfe (1967); Sapone 
et al. (2009)). For the CMB this appears as an effect on temperature change 
oT IT. The ordinary Sachs Wolfe effect would just correspond to the depth of 
each potential well in which the photon was at the time of the last scattering. 
This won't affect the CMB fluctuations as any shift in the photons wavelength 
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2.4 The cosmic microwave background 

would equally affect all the CMB. 

On the other hand if we consider all the paths of the photon to us, with the 
photon falling in and climbing different potential wells, the key thing would be 
to check if the depth potential well \II changes while the photon is crossing since 
the shift is proportional to \II. The ISW is then estimated through the formula 
(Gaztanaga et al. (2006)) 

~ISW (ii) ~ -2 J dz d'l1[X~;, ii, z] , (2.43) 

where ii is the photons direction along the line of sight. 

d'l1 d[(1 + z)~] _ dD 
dz ex: dz = dz' (2.44) 

In the radiation dominated era we have an early IS effect, and in matter dark 
energy dominated Universe(z < 1) a late ISW effect. We can consider linear per
turbations at very large scales; photons from the CMB would have gone though 
a large number of potential wells which will slightly affect the CMB power spec
trum at large angles. Cross correlations between CMB map and LSS map are 
used to measure this effect. Its effect should be correlated with the matter dis
tribution in the local universe if potentials are decaying at late time (Boughn & 
Crittenden (2004); Fosalba & Gaztanaga (2004)). The resulting signal indicates 
that Om =1= 1, good evidence that our Universe is not described by the de Sitter 
model. 

Satellite experiments ( COBE, WMAP), balloon experiments (MAXIMA, BOO
MERANG), and ground based experiments were done in order to measure the 
fluctuations in the CMB temperature. In addition the recently launched Planck 
satellite is expected to give unprecedented precision in the measurements of those 
fluctuations. The ISW effect was shown in the WMAP observations and can also 
be seen as cold spots in the produced CMB map (Scranton ct oL (2003)) 

The peaks in the CMB power spectrum in Figure (2.4) corresponds to oscillations 
in the photon-baryon plasma which entered the horizon before decoupling and 
were propagating at the speed of sound. The highest points the size at the decou
pling which is expected to be same as the horizon size. Those oscillations usually 
termed Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) are also imprinted in matter power 
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Figure 2.4: CMB power spectrum obtained using CAMB (Lewi8 et al. (2000)). 

Lower I are affected by the ISW and at large I, we have acoustic peaks. The A CDM 

model was considered (solid line) for fitting data points. 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

where 81,11 and 8m ,ml factors represent Kronecker delta functions, and C1 are called 
CMB power spectrum. 

2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence prob-

lem 

As we said in our introduction, the discovery of the accelerating expansion of 
the Universe represented a major event in the history of cosmology but a big 
challenge for scientists as the exact nature of the dark energy that might be 
causing acceleration is unknown. In this section, we start by giving details of 
the discovery of cosmic acceleration and its observational evidences, and then we 
describe different interpretations given to dark energy. This effect in turn affects 
the distance relation and the growth of structure. The most promising methods 
in probing dark energy include: type Ia supernovae, clusters of galaxies, baryon 
acoustic oscillations, and weak lensing. The highest probability in detecting de
viations from the CC is expected to be between redshifts of few tenths and two 
because Pde/ Pm ex (1 + Z)3w (1 + Z)-3. 

2.5.1 Discovery and evidence 

In the late 1990s two teams, High-z SN search team and the Supernova Cosmology 
Project (SCP) suggested on the basis of SN Ia observations that the Universe 
expansion is accelerating. They found that distant SN Ia are r-.- 0.25mag dimmer 
than they would be if the Universe was decelerating, which implies that, for past 
5 Gyrs, the Universe was accelerating instead of the opposite behavior that was 
commonly believed at that time (Perlmutter et al. (1999a); Riess et al. (1998), 

Frieman (2008)). Since then, many other sources supported those observations 
including the Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS) and ESSENCE (Goldhaber et al. 
(2001), Astier et al. (2006), Mikllaitis et at. (2007)). This was an important 
breakthrough in cosmology regardless of ambiguities it created and the lack of 
concrete theoretical explanations. Other independent sources that were used to 
confirm the accelerating expansion of the Universe include CMB, LSS, BAO, and 
WL observations. We describe briefly those sources and observations below. For 
more details, one may also read (Amsler et at. (2008); Frieman et at. (2008); 
Frieman (2008)) and references therein. 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

Type Ia Supernovae 

White dwarfs, mainly in the process of mass accretion to a companion star can 
cross the Chandrasekhar limit ('" 1.4 solar masses) and the result is a violent 
explosion called a type la supernova. Supernovae are very bright, and can be 
observed from high redshift(z I'V 1). Their main spectroscopical characteristics is 
a singly-ionized silicon line at 615nm near maximum brightness. The common 
explosion mechanism leads to a high expectation that, SNe la have uniform in
trinsic luminosity but in reality there is a scatter of about 15% (Frieman et al. 
(2008)). High redshift supernovae measurements require particular care due to 
systematic errors. Going to space or observing in the near infrared bands would 
minimize photometric errors. 

Supernovae la were confirmed to be standard candles in the 1990s. A universe 
with just matter and a cosmological constant responsible for acceleration was 
inferred with a confidence level of 99% (Perlmutter et at. (1999b)). See Figure 
(2.6) for details. More supernova observations confirmed those results up to re
cent analysis. But later some authors raised the problem that extinction due to 
dust is the factor causing SN la to appear fainter rather than the cosmic accelera
tion (Simonsen & Hannestad (1999)). However, recently high quality light curves 
were generat.ed from t.he high redshift Hubble Space Telescope observations have 
reinforced initial discovery that the Universe acceleration is the cause of the ob
served effect in supernovae rather than dust (Riess et al. (2000)). 

Already in the 1990's an empirical correlation was established between SN la 
peak and decay rate after the peak. It was found that brighter SN la decay slower 
than fainter ones. Distances to high and low red shift SNe la are used to constrain 
cosmological parameters. This is done via the distance modulus formula modified 
to be m - IT = 510910 [HodL(z; Om, Ode, W(Z))] with IT = M - 51091O(Holvlpc) + 25 
the effective parameter constrained by low redshift SNe in the Hubble diagram 
(see Figure (2.6)). 

For realistic measurements one has to correct for different contaminations namely 
the host galaxy extinction and uncertainty about the intrinsic colors of supernovae 
la. Those errors can lead to distance uncertainties even for observations in more 
than one band (Frieman et al. (2008)). 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

CMB photons are also Compton scattered by the hot gas in clusters (the largest 
virialized objects in the Universe), known as Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (SZ) effect (Buri
gana (2007)). This effect can be measured in CMB spectrum up to high redshift. 
Dark matter halos of cluster redshift distribution is well predicted from N-body 
simulations (Frenk et al. (1999)); and by comparing those predictions to an ex
tended cluster survey, it is possible to provide constraints on the cosmic history 
(Zoltan Haiman and Joseph J. :rvIohr and Gilbert P. Holder (2001)). 

Weak lensing 

Another effect mostly considered for large scale structure and galaxies, is the 
deflection of light due to gravity. On large scale the lensing signal can lead to 
cosmic shear (altering the shape) of the source or cosmic magnification effects 
(amplifying or deamplifying the source flux). From either effect one can directly 
infer the mass of intervining mass between the source and the observer along the 
line of sight. The most important statistical quantity in lensing measurement 
is the convergence and shear power spectrum. There is a dependency of the 
shear power spectrum on dark energy (Frieman et al. (2008)). Errors introduced 
by incorrect shear estimates, uncertainty in galaxy photometric, intrinsic galaxy 
shape correlations, point spread function can be a hindrance in detecting the 
lensing signal, but with forthcoming powerful telescopes like DES (Dark Energy 
Survey) (DES-project (2009)), LSST (Large Snaptic Survey Telescope) (Ivezic 
et al. (2008)), DUNE (Dark Universe Explorer) (Refregier et al. (2006)), etc. a 
lot will be achieved in this area. 

Baryon acoustic oscillations 

Wiggles in the CMB spectrum are the signature of the BAO. These signatures 
also appear in the matter power spectrum although their amplitude are lowered 
by non linear growth. SDSS Luminous red galaxies provide a high detection 
of those oscillations, and their scales corresponds to the sound horizon scale at 
recombination. As the BAO amplitude power sect rum is determined by how those 
fluctuations grow since the recombination epoch Zre and the BAO redshift ZBAO, 

it is also possible to measure the growth factor by comparing the CMB power 
spectrum at recombination and the galaxy power spectrum, and this in turn can 
be used to constrain the history of the Universe within Zre and ZBAO range. 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

2.5.2 Coincidence problem 

As discussed in the previous sections, the matter density scales with the Universe 
expansion as Pm rv 1/a3 , and the vacuum energy density Ph ~constant, which 
implies that there is only one epoch in the Universe history when Pm rv Ph. The 
reason why that epoch happens to be ours is hard to explain. One has to find 
out whether that coincidence is an important clue in understanding cosmic ac
celeration or just a result of different scalings of energy densities in the Universe 
and its age. 

Roughly the time for dark energy dominance happens when its energy density 
pde oc a3 Pm or Ode OC a30 m. the corresponding ratio r = Ode/Or tends to zero 
in the past and grow in the future. We will describe in next subsection some of 
approaches base on dynamical dark energy which tried to solve the coincidence 
problem as well as the cause of cosmic acceleration. 

2.5.3 Dark energy models 

Dark energy models are either dynamical or non-dynamical depending on whether 
its behavior is allowed to change with time or to be invariant. In more details 
there are 

• Models with the cosmological constant (i.e w = -1). 

• Models with the constant w (i.e. w =1= -1, also called Quiessence) (domain 
walls:w = -2/3, cosmic string: w = -1/3, ... ) (Lazkoz (2007)). 

• Models with dynamical w (Quintessence, Chaplygin gas, K-essence, braneworld) 
(Caldwell et al. (1998), Kolda & Lyth (1999)). 

• Models with w < -1 (Phantom models, braneworld cosmology) (Caldwell 
et al. (2003), Wang et ai. (2004), Chimento et ai. (2009)). 

• Modified gravity DE models which put the usual gravitational Lagrangian 
in terms of the scalar curvature R into a Lagrangian depending on arbitrary 
function F(R) (Sotiriou & Faraoni (2008)). 

Other models include: Holographic dark energy, Scalar-tensor models, etc. For a 
more complete list and description see Calm et ai. (2008); Sahni & Starobillsky 
(2000). We describe some of those models below: 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

Constant Dark energy 

In the case of constant dark energy or vacuum energy with a certain parameter 
value A termed cosmological constant, the constant A is inserted in Einstein field 
equation 

(2.47) 

A then acts as an isotropic and homogeneous source and lead to the negative 
pressure Pde = -Pde, and. The standard cosmological model (ACDM) assumes 
the Friedmann metric, zero curvature and a non-dynamical dark energy; so far 
however, all the attempts to compute the value of A lead to the CC problem as 
we even said in the introduction. Calculations of the vacuum expectation value 
of the energy momentum for both bosonic and fermionic fields lead to a divergent 
integral due to the wave number k4 (Frieman et al. (2008)) 

(2.48) 

By imposing the quantum level limit to be at the Planck scale, < Too >vac~ 
c5 /Gli '" 101lOerg/cm3 which is much larger than the current measured value 
(p ~ 1O- lOerg/cm3 ) by 120 orders of magnitude. Rescaling down to QCD scale 
also helps to lower the order to 46 orders of magnitude. Other attempts intro
duce the supersymetric (SUSY) particles where bosonic and fermions in standard 
model of particle physics have their SUSY counterparts and due to their opposite 
signs and the matching degree of freedom, they can cancel and lead to zero con
tribution at least up to some scale Msusy where SUSY is not broken. This also 
however only reduces by 15 orders of magnitude (Frieman et al. (2008); Salmi & 
Starobinsky (2000)). 

Quintessence 

A different approach resides in concentrating on mass-energy sources in the Uni
verse (Caldwell et al. (1998)). This is possible by assuming the scalar field cjJ, 
with a potential V(cjJ) and a Lagrangian 

(2.49) 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

The corresponding energy momentum tensor has the form TJ1-v = aJ1-¢>av¢>
gJ1-V [g"Yo a"Y¢>ao¢> + V (¢»]. If one assumes a perfect fluid, the equation of state takes 
the form 

P¢ ¢2/2-V(¢» 
w¢ = p¢ = ¢2/2 + V(¢» , (2.50) 

where ¢> is the scalar field, p¢ and p¢ are energy density and pressure corresponding 
to ¢>. The equation of motion is the Klein -Gordon equation which has the form 

¢ + 3H¢ + aV/a¢> = O. (2.51) 

In order for acceleration to happen the equation of state has to be negative. In 
addition it is needed that the energy associated to the potential V (¢» only starts 
acceleration recently and be at least of the same order as the currently measured 
Ode value. Different V (¢» have been suggested so far, and two most popular are: 
the inverse power law potentials V ( ¢» = M4 ( ¢> / Mp) -n and exponential potentials 
V(¢» = M4 exp( -a(¢>/Mp)), where M is the mass scale, and a is adimensionless 
parameter (Kolda & Lyth (1999)). For the latter case, in the FRW regime, also 
using equation (2.51) it is possible to show that acceleration can be achieved for 
a 2 < 2 (Salmi & Starobinsky (2000)). There also exist solutions by tracking 
DE behavior that can help in solving the Coincidence problem. However, It is 
still hard to provide a reason why the generated potentials should remain stable. 
Quintessence models are also confronted with a fine-tuning problem when it comes 
to the mass scale which is usually too small (Copeland et al. (2006)). 

K-Essence 

By modifying the kinetic term in the Lagrangian one can get a different approach 
known as K-essence (Armendariz-Picon et at. (2000)). 

L(¢>, X) = K(X) - V(¢», (2.52) 

where X = ~gJ1-VaJ1-¢>aJl¢>' In the case of homogeneous form for ¢>, X = _~¢2, the 
equation of state takes the form 

p K(X) - V(¢» 
w¢ = p = [2X(aK/aX)(X)] + V(¢»' (2.53) 

One should also ensure that p> 0 and that the speed of sound c~ = (ap/ap) > 0 
for a stable theory. It was found that the scalar field ¢> can naturally evolve, and 
for a wide range of initial conditions, it is possible to track the DE density in 
matter and therefore give an important clue of why it started dominating only 
recently (Copeland et at. (2006)). 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

Phantom dark energy 

Conventionally in general relativity, in order to avoid vacuum instabilities and 
the propagation of energy outside the light cone, the possible energy momentum 
tensors are defined through the following energy conditions: i) The weak energy 
condition (p ~ 0 and p + p 1 0.); ii) The null energy condition (p + p ~ 0); iii) 
The dominant energy condition (p ~ p); iv) The null dominant energy condition 
(Negative energies are allowed if p = -p); v) The strong energy condition p+p ~ 0 
and p + 3p ~ 0.); Many authors based on what the data may allow, suggested 
the violation of the null dominant energy condition and studied the so called 
'phantom' component case with (w < -1) (Hoyle & Narlikar (1964), Caldwell 
(2002), Corasaniti et ai. (2004)). Although it is easy to construct a model where 
there is no future singularity, it is also possible to get rid of the big rip by 
choosing a suitable scalar field in a such a way that w < -1 can settle back to 
w ~ -1, those models were found to lead to quantum instability (Nesseris & 
Perivolaropoulos (2004)). 
In Figure (2.7) we also show constraints upon the equation of state w(z) and the 
Om done by (Caldwell & Doran (2004)) constrained in the case of quintessence 
models via different measurements ( CMB and SN e). 

2.5.4 Reconstructing Dark energy 

Clearly there is a large number of models trying to explain the behavior of dark 
energy a potential candidate for acceleration. By looking at the quantities directly 
related to dark energy namely w(z), dL(z) or H(z) it is possible to think about 
a model independent way of reconstructing the properties of DE by just fitting 
observations. Using w(z) has the advantage that it is closely related to the 
underlying physics because, it is given by pp-l but can be less powerful if cosmic 
acceleration would be caused by new gravitational physics (Frieman et al. (2008)). 
Other techniques for creating fitting functions include (as we also mentioned in 
the introduction): Direct reconstruction, Principle component analysis, and a 
Kinematic description. We will however describe here the w(z) parameterization, 
for other cases (dL(z) or H(z)) and methods see Frieman et al. (2008); Salmi & 
Starobinsky (2000) and references therein. 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

Equation of state parameterization 

A number of parameterizations have been suggested so far, where most of them 
use Taylor series expansion of w(z) using a particular functions xn(z)(n=O, ... ,N). 

W(z) = L wnxn(Z). (2.54) 
n=O 

The simplest case is for constant W where xo(z) = 1 and Xn = 0 (n ~ 1). Other 
common functions for the equation of state parameterization are Xn (z) = zn, 
xn(z) = ((z/l + z))n, and xn(z) = [log(l + z)]n. Mostly the linear case is stud
ied (n ~ 1), leading to Wde(z) = Wo + WI(Z), Wde(z) = Wo + wI(z/l + z), and 
Wde(z) = Wo + wI([log(l + z)]). Using observations, it is then possible to put 
constaints on two parameters Wo and WI. 

Another approach was suggested by Corasaniti et al. (2004) and Bassett et al. 
(2002), which has particular property of allowing tracker solutions in the case 
where w(z) evolves rapidly. The general form in this approach is 

w(a) = Wo + (WI - wo)r(a, at, ~), (2.55) 

the five parameters involved are the equation of state value today Wo and the 
maximum value of the equation of state WI and the transition function r depend
ing on the scale factor a, the scale factor now al and the transition width ~. 
Figure (2.8) describes this approach, also called kink. The general form of the 
transition function used is 

(2.56) 

For redshifts z < Zl, w(z) is nearly a constant and abruptly changes to higher 
values within a transition of width ~, to a maximum value W = Wm = WI' The 
redshift at which the acceleration stage starts Zc was found to be strongly de
pendent on the w(z) parameterization (Bassett et al. (2004)), Zc value consistent 
with the estimation is W = -1 (ACDM case) with Zc = 0.66~g:~L other cases 
like w(z) = Wo + WIZ and w(z) = wO + wlz(l + Z)-l give Zc = 0.14~g:6~ and 
Zc = 0.59~g:~i respectively (Copeland et al. (2006)). 
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2.5 Cosmic acceleration and the coincidence problem 

Small z Large z --I 
Figure 2.8: Illustration of a typical kink approach for the equation of state param

eterization (Corasaniti et al. (2004)). 
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Chapter 3 

Achieving multiple phases of 

Acceleration 

In this chapter we will focus on showing the possibility there were more than one 
phase of acceleration since decoupling. We use FRW geometry dominated by DE 
and matter and obtain the acceleration condition for a particular parameteriza
tion equation of state w(z) which uses a double kink, extending the single kink 
first introduced by Bassett et al. (2002). As we want only to show the possibility 
of more than one phase, we only consider rough approximations and get a condi
tion for acceleration. Further analysis of our case is carried out in next chapters. 
The Friedmann equations with no cosmological constant take the form 

(~) 2 = 87rG P _ K, 
a 3 a2 

(3.1) 

a 47rG 
;: = --3-(P + 3p), (3.2) 

where the overdot denotes a derivative with respect to time, a is the scale factor 
related to the redshift z via a = (1 + z )-1, K is the curvature parameter, P and p 

refer to the total the energy density and the total pressure of all current dominant 
components of the Universe (matter,dark energy) respectively. Throughout the 
remainder of this work we will adopt this notation. 

Generally the parameter Wi is not constant and evolves with time. From the 
continuity equation for each component Pi/Pi = -3(1 + z)-1(1 + Wi) one can 
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3.1 Parameterization of Wde 

relate its evolution to the redshift and the energy density as 

J(z) = p.i = exp [3 r dln(l + z')(l + Wi(Z'))] ' 
P~o Jo 

(3.3) 

where the index 0 denotes the value today. Particularly constant Wi leads to 

(3.4) 

Considering a fiat Universe (K = 0) having two components: dark energy char
acterized by Wde and non-relativistic matter with Wm = 0 we can write the accel-
eration equation as 

a 47rG 
~ = --3- [Pm + Pde(l + 3wde)]. (3.5) 

From equations (3.5) and by including the density parameter Oi = 87rGpi/3H2 

one can also write the acceleration in terms of redshift as 

(3.6) 

Obviously from the acceleration equation we get for the Universe with only one 
component the necessary condition to accelerate (a > 0). For our two component 
universe case however we will need 

(3.7) 

which was derived from equation (3.6). In the case of constant Wi(Z) the condition 
is Wi :::; -1/3, which is mostly used in fudicial models (quiessence) of dark energy 
and it is straight forward to derive, but in the case of evolving w(z) it is possible 
to lead to a case where this condition can be far from trivial to derive, mainly 
due to the integral in equation ( 3.3). 

3.1 Parameterization of Wde 

We will use the double kink parameterization of the dark energy equation of state 
in analogy to a single kink as described in the previous section. The idea is to 
test a second phase of acceleration that may take place at around z = zc, and we 
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3.1 Parameterization of Wde 

expect dark energy to be dominating at that redshift, as shown in Figure (3.1). 
Our parameterization has the form below 

1 [( Z - ZI ) (z - Z2)] Wde(Z) = Wo + 2(WI - wo) tanh ~ - tanh ~ , (3.8) 

where WI is the maximum value of the equation of state, and the transition width 
D.. In this parameterization the easiest way to recover the ACDM case is to make 
Wo = WI = -1 and the second term in the right hand side of equation (3.8) 
vanishes. 

Using the parameterization (3.8) we can only evaluate J(z) in equation (3.3) 
numerically and the condition for acceleration cannot be analytically found. In 
this section however as we are only concerned with the occurrence of another 
phase of acceleration after decoupling, we can set rough conditions for involved 
quantities for acceleration to happen (Pde, Pm, z) and make approximations. We 
know that for dark energy to dominate Pde > Pm and using the simple constant 
Wde case (f(z) = (1 + z)3(1+Wde») we can have the condition that, 

(3.9) 

Clearly for Wde > 0 there is a high probability that Pde will dominate over mat
ter and thus we have acceleration. In our parameterization WI represents the 
height of the step (see Figure (3.1)), then WI needs to be greater than zero for 
this condition to be fullfiled. In the future analysis where we will need not only 
acceleration but the best fit for current five year WMAP CMB power spectrum 
we will need to explore a much larger parameter space and therefore have to use 
an other approach. (see section (4.1)). 

In Figure (3.1) we show our parameterization of Wde for some chosen parameter 
values, and we plot the evolution of the energy density for considered components 
namely dark energy and matter and compare the case with different values of WI. 

We found that for higher values of WI, DE tends to dominate earlier and stays 
dominating for a longer period than for low values of WI. This implies that the 
acceleration phase starts earlier and stays longer in the case of high values of WI 

(see Figure (3.2)). We can see that at high redshift matter dominates over dark 
energy, it would be hard for dark energy to dominate unless it is given a very high 
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3.2 Preliminary test and comparison of our model against 
observations 

value of Wl. We also compared that evolution with the ACDA1 case (Wde = -1). 

In Figure (3.1) we can see that in our parameterization, for Wde greater than zero 
and Pde > Pm, for some selected values, it is is possible to have a second phase of 
acceleration (see Figure (3.2)). 

We could also parameterize Wde to have multiple kinks that will allow the two 
mentioned conditions to be satisfied and this would lead to multiple phases of 
acceleration. In the the following however we will limit our attention on the case 
of double kink only. 

3.2 Preliminary test and comparison of our model 

against observations 

In the previous section we tested the possibility of the second phase acceleration 
after decoupling. Now, we use selected parameter values for our double kink 
model, find the power spectrum, and compare it against WMAP observations. In 
our parameterization we investigate the effect in the power spectrum due to the 
change of values in redshift Z2, the Wl parameter and the width of the transition 
.6. which will help in later analysis in our optimization. Figures (3.3) and (3.4) 
give more details. 

We used the five years WMAP binned TT data (NASA (2008a)) (we will use 
the same data throughout this work) publically available, and the CAMB code 
(Lewis et oL (2000)) which we modified in order to be able to include it in our 
Monte Carlo approach (details in section (4.4)). Clearly the CMB powerspectrum 
is sensitive to any of the considered parameters as one would expect. In general 
the most affected part in the CMB power spectrum corresponds to low l which 
is the ISW part. Higher values of parameters Z2 and Wl affect more the ISW 
plateau, what is not the case for the parameter.6.. The higher the values for 
parameter .6., the less is the effect on the ISW plateau. This basically gives the 
idea that if one samples from a large parameter space there may be some chance 
of getting a good fit to the WMAP data. We carry a further analysis on this in 
the next chapter. To obtain Figure (3.3) and Figure (3.4), we used a matlab code 
in (B.4). 
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3.2 Preliminary test and comparison of our model against 
observations 
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Figure 3,1: Top panel: WDE(Z) in the double kink parameterization for three set of 

parameters (note the third set which represent the ACDM case lies on w(z) = -1 

line) considered including; bottom panel: Pm(z) and PDE(Z) corresponding from 

our parameterization using the same set of parameters and ACDM case. 
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Figure 3.2: iii a plots corresponding to three particular cases in our parameteri

zation using the same sets of chosen parameters as in Figure {3.1} . 
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Figure 3.3: Top left panel:wDE(z) in the double kink parameterization for five set 

of parameters by changing Z2 only, top right panel: obtained CMB power spectrum 

using the same set of parameters. Bottom left panel: W DE( z) in the double kink 

parameterization for five set of parameters by changing WI only, bottom right 

panel: Corresponding change in the CMB power spectrum. In all cases we also 

considered AC D M case to make comparison and for the power spectrum were 

fitting WMAP 5 year binned TT data {dots with errorbars}. 
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Figure 3.4: Left panel: WDE(Z) in the double kink parameterization for four set of 

parameters by only changing .6., right panel: Corresponding change in the CMB 

power spectrum. We also considered ACDM case to make comparison and for the 

power spectrum were fitting WMAP 5 years binned TT data (dots with errorbars). 
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Chapter 4 

Searching for a second phase of 

acceleration 

The previous analysis is clearly lacking robust sampling for exploring our pa
rameter space. However, we showed that it is a possible to get more than one 
phase of acceleration after decoupling with some chosen values in our parame
terization. In this chapter we will use a modified Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) approach and allow much larger spatial variability for our parameter 
space (see section 4.4 for more details) . We will use WMAP data in comput
ing the statistical quantities like X2 and the Likelihood in this approach. In the 
previous chapter, we naively estimated the condition for acceleration. We now 
use all the 5 parameters in the double kink parameterization, and in addition to 
just testing for acceleration, we will determine whether those parameters yielding 
acceleration are a good fit to the CMB TT power spectrum from WMAP data. 
In the next section we derive a new acceleration condition taking into account 
our parameterization, in section (4.2) we describe the parameter space we sample 
over, sections (4.3, 4.4) discuss briefly our statistical approach based on Bayesian 
inference and in section (4.5) we describe our results. 

4.1 Condition for acceleration 

For a double step function constant Wde, one can derive analytical simple expres
sion for f(z), and obtain an approximated condition for acceleration. In this case 
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4.1 Condition for acceleration 

we write 

{ 

WO, 

Wde(Z) = WI, 

WO, 

(4.1) 

This yields an f (z) (different from the constant case considered in the previous 
chapter), obtained using equation (3.3) 

(1 + z)3(Hwo) 

fez) = ( )

3(HWll 
(1 + Z )3(Hwo) Hz 

I l+Zl 

( )
3(HWll ( )3(HWO) 

(1 + Z )3(Hwo) 1+Z2 Hz 
I l+Zl I+Z2 

when Z < Zl 

when Zl < Z < Z2 

when Z > Z2 

(4.2) 

We need to derive the constraints we should put on any of the above parameters 
in order to get acceleration using the form of fez) above. The condition on Z2 for 
having acceleration can be obtained by using the above result at Z2 

(4.3) 

and the acceleration condition (3.7). Combining these we reach 

(1 + ZI)3(Hwo) + Z2 (1 + wo) < mO + Z2 , 
(

1 ) 3(Hwll n (1 )3 

1 + Zl nmO - 1 
(4.4) 

which yields the condition for Z2 in terms of parameters nmO , Wo, WI, and Zl 

[ 

n 1] 1/3w
l ~G1nO Wl-WO 

Z2 > Z2,min = n (1 + zr) WI - 1. 
mO -11 + Wo 

(4.5) 

This relation gives the minimum value Z2,min, that Z2 must take for acceleration 
to take place. However, we also need to take into account the transition width ~ 
which is zero in the double step-function approximation but has some non-zero 
values in our actual parameterization (3.8). We want to improve the step function 
by introducing a transition width. However deriving a bound like (4.5) with a 
non-zero width ~ does not seem analytically tractable. Furthermore, for numer
ical implementation, to guarantee stability in long MCMC chains, we choose a 
minimum value between max(zl,{3z2,mim Z2,n) and Zmax; where Z2,n = Z2,n-1 +OZ2 

is the value obtained after incrementing a proposed Z2 value Z2,n-l by OZ2 (ob
tained through the Metropolis Hastings algorithm described in section (4.4)) with 
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4.1 Condition for acceleration 

b'Z2, Zmax a maximum value that Z2 is allowed to take and 13 a coefficient to soften 
the bound (4.5) so that we don't exclude a desired model. In our analysis we 
used four values of 13: 0.56, 0.8, 0.91 and 1.2. We set Zmax = 1100 as we are only 
interested in the post-decoupling epoch. 

The condition derived here is just an approximation and all the obtained Z2 values 
may not always lead to acceleration. We tested this condition in five chains of 
50,000 steps in totally generated by random steps that satisfy condition in relation 
(4.5) from a chosen initial position. We found that all steps proposed using this 
condition lead to an acceleration phase at some redshift Zc and that the higher 
the values of 13 the higher the probability for getting acceleration. Figure (4.1) 
shows the obtained acceleration of 20 randomly selected steps from the produced 
chains. This shows that in addition to the current acceleration phase we have 

8 x 10' 

o 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
, z 

Figure 4.1: a/a plots for 20 randomly selected steps in one of the output test 

chains obtained using 13 = 0.56. 

another acceleration phase starting at some redshift where a > O. 
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4.2 Cosmological parameters 

4.2 Cosmological parameters 

The adiabatic cold dark matter (CDM) model basically relies on 13 parameters. 
These include the Hubble parameter H, the scalar and tensor spectral index ns 

and nt, scalar and tensor perturbation amplitudes As and At, the tensor to scalar 
ratio r, the running of the scalar tilt a, the reionization optical depth, T, dark 
matter, baryon, neutrino, DE, curvature energy densities S1c , S1b, S1n , S1de , S1k re
spectively (Dunkley et at. (2009)). However, we only consider 6 free parameters 
out of those in our sampling, which are more susceptible to affect dark energy 
the most namely, S1de , S1b, S1c , H, T, and ns. 

For our total sampling space, we also consider 5 parameters for the double kink 
parameterization of the equation of state parameterization wo, WI, ZI, Z2 and ~. 
We will then be sampling over an 11 parameter space that we can divide into 
two main parts: 5 free dark energy equation of sate parameters and 6 free cosmic 
parameters, that can be represented in vector space as 

(4.6) 

The remaining parameters are left fixed to their ACDM best fit values (NASA 
(2008c)). There are already known constraints on ACDM model using five -year 
WMAP data. The constraints depend on which set of parameters are chosen. In 
panels (4.2) are showing constraints on different parameters for ACDM case. 

4.3 Likelihood Analysis 

Assuming that D represents all the data points, and a parameter space with m 
parameters 

(4.7) 

if we randomly sample over the parameter space 8, the likelihood L(8) is funda
mentally defined as the probability distribution function (PDF) of D containing 
the data given the parameter space 8 and priors on the parameters, usually de
noted as P(DI8) which is a conditional PDF. Then if the likelihood function of a 
certain parameter vector e(l) is higher than the likelihood function of parameter 
vector e(2) then e(l) is retained as more plausible and observations under e(l) 

are more likely than observations under e(2). Although P(DI8) is relatively easy 
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4.3 Likelihood Analysis 

Figure 4.2: Marginalized one- and two-dimensional distributions within 

68%(inner contours) and 95%(outer contours) for five-year(blue) and three

year(grey) WMAP TT power spectrum constraints on ACDM parameters (Dunk

ley et al. (2009)). 

to find, in general the needed information is through the quantity which would 
allow us to find the unknowns which are the parameters. This is done by finding 
the posterior conditional probability P(8ID) which is related to the likelihood 
through Bayes' theorem as 

P(8ID) = P(DI8)P(8) 
N(D) , (4.8) 

where P(8ID) is called the posterior distribution, P(8) is the prior probability 
distribution, representing the degree of belief one has before observing the data, 
N(D) = J P(DI8)P(8)d8 is the marginal PDF of D. As N(D) is independent 
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4.3 Likelihood Analysis 

of 8, it can be regarded as the normalization constant, and equation (4.8) reduces 
to 

P(8ID) = P(DI8)P(8) (4.9) 

The only way to extract information about one parameter like e(~), is through 
marginalization where one has to perform an (m - 1)- dimension integral over 
other parameters e(k#~) with k = 1, ... , m, and its expectation value is obtained 
by integrating the individual posterior PDF. In practice, due to the case of high 
dimension space it almost unavoidable to use a sampling method for the posterior 
PDF. 

In general, parameters can be extracted due to the fact that in the case of Gaus
sian errors, one can build a likelihood function from the data D via the expression 

(4.10) 

where Ce is the data covariance matrix and (D - ef is the transpose of D - e. 
In most cases it is assumed that data points are independent; then the covariance 
matrix is diagonal and equation (4.10) is approximated to be 

(4.11) 

with 
S (Cd _ Ct)2 

X
2 

= ~ ~(CI) I , (4.12) 

where Cf is the measured value, Of is the theoretical value obtained from a model, 
(12 ( Cl ) is the variance of data or error in data, and S is the total number of data 
points. 

Equation (4.10) establishes the link between the posterior PDF of the parameters 
and the experimental data. The main issue here for extracting parameters is try
ing to minimize X2 (or maximize the likelihood L) which in practice can be very 
complicated as the likelihood space can have multiple minima. There are a lot of 
ways for getting to the global minimum which in that case becomes an optimiza
tion problem (Andrieu et al. (2003)). If the likelihood function is a continuous 
differentiable equation, the optimization is determined by the possibility to find 
gradient of X2 , but in multidimensional case, one needs a more robust algorithm 
for finding the global minimum. One powerful method to do deal with that is 
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4.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Sampling 

using Monte Carlo techniques that we briefly describe in the following section. 
For a more substantial coverage of the subject, the reader is referred to Spa.ll, 
James C. (2003). 

4.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Sam

pling 

Markov chain is an example for stochastic systems (discrete or continuous) rely
ing on a transition probability T such that from the PDF of the current point 
in the parameter space 8i , is drawn from the PDF of the new proposed point 
8prop, i.e. T(8prop I8I, ... , 8 i ) = T(8propI8 i ). Assuming that all the points can 
be reached, T leaves the distribution invariant and the chain distribution asymp
totically tends to the posterior distribution. 

One common way of constructing a Markov chain is via the Metropolis-Hasting 
(MH) algorithm (Hastings (1970); Metropolis et al. (195:3)).. This uses the MCMC 
method to sample the Markov chain for long enough in order to allow the chain 
to reach the equilibrium. The obtained chain can be used as the sample from 
the posterior PDF. The main points of the MH algorithm is the rejection or 
acceptance of the proposed step 8prop which depends on the current step 8 i via 

(4.13) 

with q an arbitrary proposal distribution function. Different 8 i are candidate 
points from q. a gives the probability for the proposed state to be accepted. The 
transition probability is then given by 

(4.14) 

If the proposal distribution q(8prop,8i ) is chosen to be symmetric, the relation 
(4.13) becomes 

( 4.15) 
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4.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Sampling 

This relation just involves the ratio of the posterior distribution, and this is the 
major advantage, particularly for Bayesian approach where the normalization 
factor in equation (4.8), normally hard to compute, is no longer an issue; and one 
can compute the posterior distribution from the likelihood of the data and the 
priors. 

It is important to note that MH algorithm can be considered as a sample from the 
invariant density only after a certain number of steps in the chain. Those steps 
would correspond to the period when the chain started to converge which happens 
after so called burn-in period. Convergence diagnostics have been developed in 
order to ensure that the produced chains really are the representative of the initial 
distribution (Gelman et al. (1996), Roberts & Tweedie (1996)). 

Proposal distribution and choice of priors 

A Proposal distribution q gives samples from the target distribution P. For 
more general discussion see (Gelman et ai. (1996), Roberts & Tweedie (1996), 
Mengersen & Tweedie (1996)). In this work limit ourselves on symmetric q, and 
we use equation (4.15) to compute the acceptance probability. We obtain the 
proposed step e~rop via 

(4.16) 

where x is a random number obeying a gaussian distribution centered on zero 
with unit variance, and 8e~ is the increment for each parameter. 

In practice one has to be careful in choosing (5~. Small steps 8i+l - 8i would 
lead to a high acceptance ratio but the chain will take a long time to reach 
interesting region; on the other hand large steps 8i+l - 8i would also generate a 
low acceptance probability i.e. very small a. This would lead to a low acceptance 
and a long correlation length. Ideally the two extreme can be avoided by scaling 
the proposal distribution and dynamically adjusting parameters. Knowing how 
sensitive, fast or slow a parameter is, can help to decide whether one has to 
choose simple (linear), or nonlinear proposal distributions. Then for a particular 
problem the priors have to be chosen carefully along with their ranges. 
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4.5 Modified MCMC and optimization 

A typical MCMC algorithm 

The MCMC sampler using the MH algorithm is based on the following steps (also 
one can check the flowchart (B.1) : 

• Start at a random position 80 within the range given by priors 

• Compute the quantity Lo = P(DI80 ) using equation (4.11) 

• Loop over the index i until i = N sim where the chain is expected to be 
long enough and has converged. 

a) By specifying the variance for each parameter aL , obtain the proposed 

parameter values via e~~op = e~L) + aL.x, where x 

is a random number obeying a Gaussian distribution. 

b) Compute the quantity Lprop = P(DI8prop) using equation (4.11) 

c) Calculate the ratio r = Lprop/ Li 

d) If r > 1, then set 8i+1 = 8 prop 

e) Else, sample from a uniform distribution U E (0,1) 

'f { r > U set 8i+1 = 8prop accepted 
~ ........ 

r < U set ei+1 = ei rejected 
(4.17) 

4.5 Modified MCMC and optimization 

In this section we describe our parameter space and how much we were able to 
explore it in this work. We also give some details on how we searched for the 
best fit parameters for the CMB power spectrum. 

4.5.1 Parameters and priors 

As described in previous sections, our work is based on an 11 free parameters 
that we can divide into two categories: dark energy parameters through the dou
ble kink model wo, WI, ZI, Z2, ~ and cosmological parameters Ho, Ob, Oc, Ode, T, noS' 
We computed the CMB TT power spectrum using a modified version of CAMB 
(Lewis et al. (2000)) which we found to be faster than the modified CMBfast 
(Zaldarriaga & Seljak (2000)) version that we had started with. The main issue 
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4.5 Modified MCMC and optimization 

in the analysis is the implementation of the condition for acceleration for one 
parameter given the rest. 

Referring to the work in Bassett et at. (2004) dark energy parameters used don't 
introduce new degeneracies with normal ACDM parameters, but can be degener
ate within themselves. This may be for instance the case for Zl and Z2 as they are 
correlated. On the other hand there are several known degeneracies amongst the 
base cosmological parameters used (eg: ns and Ob; T and ns, Oc, Ho); it is thus 
necessary to consider all of those as well as previous constraints on dark energy 
parameter (Bassett et oL (2002)) for a better choice of priors. In this work our 
main objective is to produce as many chains as possible based on the MH algo
rithm and then using WMAP five year TT power spectrum extract the minimum 
X2

, X~in from the chain corresponding to the maximum likelihood. We expect 
that to be also the good fit of the data if it is comparable with the WMAP best fit 
reduced X2. In this case as we are only interested in optimization, and because we 
are also starting our chains to the region closer to currently known best fit for the 
six cosmological parameters, considering the burn-in period is not even necessary. 

In our analysis we were obliged to impose an extra-condition (4.5) while sampling 
over parameter Z2 due to the double step approximation to our double kink pa
rameterization. This then modifies the standard MCMC (see (4.4)). Due to this 
condition we also have output chains with low acceptance rate, at least in the 
region we were able to explore. We produced in total 5 chains making 120,000 
steps in total (30,000+30,000+30,000+20,000+10,000) using different priors for 
each. The reason for this is that we wanted to explore as much posterior space as 
possible to try and pinpoint the minimum X2. For all parameters we chose a linear 
space with constant step O'i except for Zl and Z2 where we assumed that Z2 > Zl 

and considered their steps should increase via the relation O'i = O'i(l+zpi )), where 
0' is the standard deviation and zp a proposed new step, in order to make sure 
that at high redshift we allow longer jumps, what would increase the chance of 
detecting DE domination. In table (A.2) below we show our parameters and 
considered prior ranges for 2 chains out of 5 generated. The rest of the chains 
can be found in appendix (A.l). 

The implementation of this modified MCMC method for optimization can be far 
from trivial when one has to deal with high dimensional space. Many correlations 
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4.5 Modified MCMC and optimization 

Table 4.1: Free parameters and corresponding priors for 2 first generated chains. 

Free parameters range Chain l:start,o- Chain 2: start, 0-

-1.0< Wo < -3 X 10-1 -0.946, 8 x 10-4 -0.854, 8 x 10-3 

0< WI < 9 X 10-1 0.283, 8 x 10-4 0.301, 8 x 10-3 

5 X 10-1 < ZI <850 15, 1.08 20, 1.2 

5 x 10-1 < Z2 <850 105, 1.01 125, 1.2 

1.6 < ~ <4 2.4,6 x 10-3 1.8, 4 x 10-3 

40< Ho <100 64.2, 1.2 75.3, 1.6 

4 x 10-3 < Oc < 1.5 X 10-1 2.34 X 10-1, 4 X 10-3 0.228, 6 x 10-3 

6 X 10-2 < Ob < 6 X 10-1 4.1 X 10-2, 1.5 X 10-3 0.045, 1.7E - 3 

2 X 10-1 < Ode < 9 X 10-1 0.601, 4.2 x 10-3 0.741, 5.7 x 10-3 

4 X 10-2 < T < 10-1 0.072, 2.4 x 10-3 0.086, 1.6 x 10-3 

3 X 10-1 < ns < 1.2 0.780, 7.9 x 10-3 0.85, 8.1 x 10-3 

are inevitable, and this can lead to a high rejection rate. 

Priors were chosen to efficiently explore space. We determined different sensitivi
ties of used parameters by averaging over all the steps for each parameter and then 
comparing with their minimum values. We found that parameter Ho, 0c, Ob, Ode 
are less sensitive than n s , T, Wo, WI, ZI, Z2'~' which is also related to how fast they 
can change. In different runs of the code we made we had values of some of the 
parameters that may limit us in exploring more space as we wanted. For instance 
values of WI ~ 0.3 usually lead to no power spectrum output in the CAMB due 
to the divergence in the Rombint integral needed to obtain the power spectrum 
(Bashinsky & Bertschinger (2002)). It also was found that the CMBfast code has 
problems giving the results in the case of a small transition width ~ :s 0.4 and 
the instabilities can also lead to some error messages. We then had to choose 
prior ranges taking into account those issues. One advantage of using MCMC 
like approach is that the computational demands of Bayesian inference with a 
large number of parameters is well met and there is no need to calculate the 
integral for the normalization constant. It is also easy to handle the marginal
ization of parameters by just considering the steps of one parameter in each chain. 
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4.5 Modified MCMC and optimization 

We made the main run of our code at the South Africa Center of High Performance 
Computing (CHPC) , on an IBM e1350 Cluster which is an iQudu machine. In 
Figures (4.3) and (4.4) are shown the histograms respectively for equation of state 
parameters and cosmic parameters. This represents the explored space as well 
as the region of high or low acceptance rate by referring to the height and width 
of boxes in histograms. Due to imposed condition for Z2 to get the acceleration 
phase, the acceptance rate was even < 5% in some chains. For dark energy 
parameters the ZI is not well sampled mainly due to the condition for acceleration 
(4.5), There is almost no value in the region corresponding to WI > 0.3 because 
mostly no output from the used CAMB code. 
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Figure 4.3: Histograms for 5 parameters(wo, WI, ZI, Z2 and 6.) from 5 produced 

chains: red broken line, green broken, magenta solid line and dotted line, from 

the first to the third chain respectively, the last two are in black dotted line. 
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4.5 Modified MCMC and optimization 
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Figure 4.4: Histograms for 6 parameters(H, Ob, Oc, Ode, T and ns) from four of 

produced chains: red broken line, green broken, magenta solid line and dotted 

line, from the first to the third chain respectively, the last two are in black dotted 

line. 

4.5.2 Probing the acceleration phase and CMB power

spectrum best fit 

From the chain produced we also computed and plotted the chi-squared per degree 
of freedom distribution in each chain and the compared them. The minimum 
obtained X2 value was 1.98 from the first chain. See Figure(4.5). 
We used a matlab code (See appendix B.2) for selecting models within a range 
±O.9 ofax2 per degree of freedom (p.d.o.f) of 1. We then computed the acceler
ation for those best fit parameters and the corresponding CMB power spectrum 
using the CAMB code. In all chains we produced we found those steps having a 
X2 p.d.o.f falling in that range, there is no second phase of acceleration detected 
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Figure 4.5: Plot comparing the X2 per degree of freedom (p.d.o.f) from all the 

five chains. A cut and peak in one of the curves is due to the two last combined 

chains (chain 4 plus chain 5). 

as shown in Figure (4.6). In all chains, the X2 p.d.oJ decreases with the number of 
steps. This is mainly due to MH test and it shows that we are on a good track for 
the minimum X2 and hence the best fit. The best of our five chains is chain num
ber 1 with the smallest X2 . We see that the steps which yield a decent fit to the 
data do not have a second phase of acceleration, implying that we were unable to 
simultaneously fit the WMAP data and have have multiple phases of acceleration. 

It is worth reminding that we only probed a limited region of parameter space 
as indicated in Table (A.2) and that we only produced a total chain length of 
120,000 steps. Our analysis was also based to an approximation of our actual 
parameterization for obtaining the acceleration condition. In addition the codes 
used like CAMB only provides, for the parameterization used, an output for 
only up to a certain value of WI ;S 0.3. Taking into account those limitations, 
we can say that our search results don't necessarily lead to the exclusion of the 
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4.5 Modified MCMC and optimization 
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Figure 4.6: a/a plots for models with X2 p.d.o.f < 1.9. 

possibility that there are models which simultaneously fit the AC D M data and 
yield a second phase of acceleration even in the parameter region set by our priors. 

In this search we focused on models with acceleration i.e., fulfilling the accelera
tion condition (4.1) while being a good fit to the current CMB data. We restrict 
ourselves on quintessence case (Le. we only consider that the speed of sound of 
dark energy to be 1). This restricts our search to only scalar field models, which 
we also think limits the number of models with second phase of acceleration. 

In the modified MCMC used we impose that condition and sample over our 
parameter space. The parameter {3 introduced allows the smoothing of the double 
step function used as an approximation to our double kink parameterization. 
Different values of {3 and models with a speed of sound different from unity 
would be interesting extensions of the work presented here. They are left for 
future study. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

In this work we investigated a possible second phase of acceleration since decou
pling using a double kink parameterization of the equation of state. In Chapter 
1 we introduced the the main purpose of this work. In Chapter 2 we gave a 
short introduction to cosmology; in Chapter 3 we described the parameterization 
used and its main impact on the current CMB data. We also showed that the 
equation of state can play an important role in starting the acceleration phase. 
In the previous Chapter we derived the acceleration condition that we obtained 
by approximating the double kink parameterization of the DE Wde(Z) to a step 
function and a parameter f3 accounting for a non-zero transition width. A mod
ified MCMC sampling tool is used to optimize the search for those parameters 
that can lead to the acceleration phase and also fit CMB data. 

Our explored space was confined by different constraints as we discussed in the 
last chapter. For instance, the CAMB code couldn't give output for high values 
of WI which we would expect to have a great impact in leading to acceleration 
easily as mentioned in Chapter 3. We also only used limited number of values of 
f3 as the code was computationally expensive (almost a week to produce a chain 
of 30000 steps long). In the explored space with 120,000 steps in total, we find 
no models that simultaneously fit the WMAP data and yield a second phase of 
acceleration, as shown in our X2 analysis. This however doesn't exclude totally 
the plausibility of second phase of acceleration due to the limited parameter space 
probed. It is also worth noting that we just used one form of parameterization 
of the equation of state, which also constrains our results. 
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This work also treated dark energy as quintessence and we set the dark energy 
sound speed to be one, which implies that our search only involved scalar field 
models with negligible fluctuations, and all models ruled out in this study are of 
such class. We suggest that in future the optimization should be done in regions 
that we were not able to explore. Longer chains would bring additional (although 
never conclusive since there is a small chance very rare models exist which are 
good fits) evidence for our main conclusion. Future extensions could include the 
exploration of different values of (J as well as the study of classes of dark energy 
other than quintessence based on standard scalar fields. These would allow for 
dark energy speed of sound different from unity and hence clustering in the dark 
energy on small scales, which could potentially change our main conclusions. 
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Appendix A 

A.1 Tables 

Table A.1: Table showing priors used for the third chain. 

Free parameters range 

-1.0< Wo < -3 X 10-1 

0< WI < 9 X 10-1 

5 X 10-1 < ZI <850 

5 x 10-1 < Z2 <850 

1.6 < Do <4 

40< Ho <100 

4 x 10-3 < nc < 1.5 x 10-1 

6 X 10-2 < nb < 6 x 10-1 

2 X 10-1 < Ode < 9 X 10-1 

4 X 10-2 < T < 10-1 

3 X 10-1 < ns < 1.2 

57 

Chain 3: start,(J 

-0.736, 3 x 10-3 

0.109, 3 x 10-3 

37, 1.5 

157, 1.5 

2.9,3 x 10-3 

81.5, 1.9 

0.19, 1.2 x 10-3 

0.47, 1.9 x 10-3 

0.852, 2.1 x 10-3 

0.089, 1.92 X 10-3 

0.94, 1.2 X 10-2 
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A.I Tables 

Table A.2: Table showing priors used for the fourth and fifth chains 

Free parameters range Chain 4:start,a Chain 5:start,a 

-1.0< Wo < -4 X 10-1 -0.623, 3 x 10-4 -0.723,3 x 10-4 

0< WI < 9 X 10-1 0.079, 3 x 10-4 0.219, 3 x 10-4 

5 X 10-1 < ZI <850 15, 1.08 15, 1.08 

5 x 10-1 < Z2 <850 135, 1.01 105, 1.01 

1.6< ~ <4 2.01,6 x 10-3 2.04, 6 x 10-3 

40< Ho <100 91.01, 1.2 73.01, 1.2 

4 x 10-3 < Oc < 1.5 X 10-1 3.1 X 10-2, 4 X 10-3 3.9 X 10-2,4 X 10-3 

6 X 10-2 < Ob < 6 X 10-1 3.4 X 10-1,1.5 X 10-3 3.8 X 10-1,1.5 X 10-3 

2 X 10-1 < Ode < 9 X 10-1 6.1 x 10-\ 4.2 x 10-3 5.6 X 10-1, 4.2 X 10-3 

4 X 10-2 < T < 10-1 8.2 X 10-2, 2.4 X 10-3 7.5 X 10-2, 2.4 X 10-3 

3 X 10-1 < ns < 1.2 7.3 x 10-1, 7.9 X 10-3 7.9 X 10-1, 7.9 X 10-3 
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Appendix B 

B.l Typical MCMC flowchart 

Figure B.1: Flowchart of a typical MCMC based on Metropolis Hastings algo

rithm. 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

B.2 MCMC Code 

! -------------------------

!a) program MCMCAMB !MCMC code 

This f77 program uses Monte Carlo Markov Chain(MCMC) sampling 

technique to generate chains of parameters in a specific Model. 

Our Model uses double-KINK to parameterize the equation of state w(z) 

w(z)=wO+0.5(wl-wO) [(tanh«z-zl)/delta))-(tanh«z-z2)/delt a))] with 5 

parameters: 

wO:The equation of state value now(redshift z=O) 

wi: The equation of state value at some redshift z 

zl: The redshift of transition (2nd) 

z2: The redshift of transition (1st) 

delta: The transition width. 

The Chi-Squared is generated through the CAMB code 

(TT CMB power spectrum )and the WMAP 5 years binned TT 

power spectrum. The loglikelihood corresponding to the 

sampled parameter values at each step are also given. 

INPUTS: 

a)Files: 

-Initial parameter file:'wzparams.txt-' 

-WMAP 5 years binned TT power spectrum file: 

'wmap_binned_tt_spectrum_5yr_v3.txt' 
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-Priors file:'propinit.txt' 

b)Parameters: 

-Number of parameters: Npar 

-Total number of steps to take: MSim 

-Burn in steps: Nburn 

-Length of chains: NSim 

OUTPUTS: 

Files: 

-Chains of :'mcmc_data.txt' 

B.2 MCMC Code 

!---------------------------------------------------
!-------Declaration of variables-----------

implicit none 

dimension oldTheta(15),oldTheta_cl(1000),proposed(15), 

$ proposed_cl(1000) ,Theta(100000, 15) ,l_map(1000) ,It(2000 ), 

$ cl_map(1000) ,err_map(1000),cl_thp(2000) ,cltheory(10000 0,1000), 

$ propo(15),LgLike(100000) ,chi2(100000) ,chi2_dof(100000) , 

$ sig_par(15) ,start(15),fin(15) ,sig_para(15) ,sigma(15) , 

$ z2_min(100000) ,propoz2(100000) , 

$ a(2000),wa(2000) 

real StartChain,oldTheta,oldTheta_cl,proposed,proposed_cl,da, 

$ Theta,cl_map,err_map,cl_thp,cltheory,propo, 

$ LgLike,X,Y,wO,w1,zl,z2,delta,propLike,oldLike,chi2,chi2_dof, 

$ sig_par, start ,fin, sig_para, sigma, 

$ sqdiff,beta,z2_min,maxz, propoz2,a,wa 

integer Npar,mdata,iSim,MSim,ml,Nburn,mt,i,iprop,NSim,iproposed, 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

$ l_map,lt,ith,ia,it,wasize 

!------Opening input files------

open(unit=l,file='wzparams.txt-',status='old') !Model input 

open(unit=3,file='wmap_bin_tt_pws5.txt', 

$ status='old')!WMAP 5years tt binned data input 

open(unit=4,file='propinit.txt',status='old') !Priors input 

open(unit=5,file='wa.dat',status='unknown') 

Reading from input file l(model input) 

read(1,*,end=10) Theta(1,1),Theta(1,2),Theta(1,3),Theta(1,4), 

$ Theta(1,5),Theta(1,6) ,Theta(1,7) ,Theta(1,8) ,Theta(1,9) , 

$ Theta(1,10),Theta(1,11) ! a row vector of 5 columns 

10 close(1) 

Note !Theta(1,1)=wO,Theta(1,2)=w1,Theta(1,3)=zl,Theta(1,4)=z2, 

Theta(1,5)=delta,Theta(1,6)=Hubble,Theta(1,7)=OmegaB, 

Theta(1,8)=OmegaDMTheta(1,9)=OmegaDE,Theta(1,10)=ns, 

Theta(l,ll)=optical density. 

Reading from WMAP 5years tt binned data input 

mdata=l 

75 read(3,*,end=81) l_map(mdata),cl_map(mdata),err_map(mdata) !(43 lines) 

mdata=mdata+1 

goto 75 

81 close(3) 

mdata=mdata-1 

!------Reading priors------

Npar=l 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

89 read(4,*,end=91) sig_par(Npar),start(Npar),fin(Npar) !priors on standard 

deviation and ranges 

Npar=Npar+1 

goto 89 

91 close(4) 

Npar=Npar-1 ! Number of parameters after this loop becomes five(Npar=5) 

!-------Setting the length of Monte Carlo simulations------------

Nburn=O !Number of Monte Carlo Steps designated for the burn in phase 

NSim=30000 !Number of Monte Carlo Steps 

MSim=Nburn+NSim land total number of steps 

!--------Calling the linux commands for resetting---------------

call system('rm input')! Removing previous input parameter values 

call system('cp wzparams.txt- wzparams.txt')! Get input parameters. 

call system('rm mcmc_data.txt')! Removing previous outputs. 

call system('rm cl_comp.txt') 

call system('rm proposed_steps.txt') 

!--------creating a wafile used in CAMB(file params.ini) for w ---

!--------parametrization-------

wasize=100 

call wdyn_func(wasize,Theta(1,1) ,Theta(1,2) ,Theta(1,3) , 

$ Theta(1,4),Theta(1,5),a,wa) 

do ia=1,wasize 

write(5,*) a(ia),wa(ia) 

enddo 

close(5) 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

! ----------Changing parameters in params.ini run CAMB to obtain----

!----------- the output (cIs) 

call system(' ./cambtest.script') 

!-----------Opening and read the theorectical cIs from CAMB output-------

open(unit=17,file='cambcls.txt',status='old') 

continue 

write(*,*) 'Initial cIs read' 

!---------Only picking theoretical cIs corresponding to the multipole -------

!---------values we have in WMAP data.----------

do it=1,1999 

read(17,*) It(it),cl_thp(it) 

enddo 

do ml=1,mdata 

cltheory(1,ml)=cl_thp(ml) 

enddo 

close(17) 

!-------------Begin Monte Carlo Loop--------------

write(*,*) 'begin Monte' 

do iSim=2,MSim+1 

!---------Older position in the parameter space------------

do i=1,Npar 

oldTheta(i)=Theta(iSim-1,i) 

enddo 

do ml=1,mdata 
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101 

B.2 MCMC Code 

oldTheta_cl(ml)=cltheory(iSim-l,ml) 

enddo 

$ 

$ 

$ 

else 

call Proposal(propo,oldTheta,sig_par,sig_para,sigma, 

start,fin,Npar,proposed) 

z2_min(iSim)= 1.0 +«proposed(7)+proposed(8»/(-1.0* 

proposed(9»*(1/(1+3*proposed(1»»**(1/(3*proposed(2)»* 

(1+proposed(3»**«proposed(2)-proposed(1»/proposed(2» 

beta=0.5 

if (beta*z2_min(iSim).lt.proposed(4» then 

maxz=proposed(4) 

endif 

!----------Finding the value less than 950------

if (maxz.lt.950) then 

proposed(4)=maxz 

else 

!------------call proposal subroutine again-----

goto 101 

endif 

!------------ Storing proposed parameter pOsitions------------

open(unit=9,file='wzparams.txt',status='unknown')!scratch file 

write(9,'(f15.9," ",f15.9," ",f15.9," ",f15.9," ",f15.9," " 

$ f15.9," ",f15.9," ",f15.9," ",f15.9," ",f15.9," ",f15.9)') 

$ proposed(1),proposed(2),proposed(3),proposed(4), proposed(5), 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

$ proposed(6) ,proposed(7) ,proposed(8) ,proposed(9) ,propos ed(10), 

$ proposed(ll) 

close(9) 

write(*,*) 'next call' 

!-------Getting theorectical cIs for the new proposed parameter values---

!--------Preparing a wa file-----------

open(unit=5,file='wa.dat',status='unknown') 

call wdyn_func(wasize,proposed(1),proposed(2),proposed(3), 

$ proposed(4),proposed(5),a,wa) 

do ia=l,wasize 

write(5,*) a(ia),wa(ia) 

enddo 

close(5) 

call system('./cambtest.script') 

!-----------Only picking theorectical cIs corresponding to the multipole----

!-----------values we are having in WMAP data------------

open(unit=17,file='cambcls.txt',status='unknown') !scratch file 

do it=1,1999 

read(17,*) It(it),cl_thp(it) 

enddo 

do ml=l,mdata 

proposed_cl(ml)=cl_thp(ml) !Selection 

enddo 

close(17) 

!--------Evaluate proposed pOsition-------------
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B.2 MCMC Code 

call EvaluateTheta(iprop,propLike,oldLike,l_map,cl_map, 

$ err_map,oldTheta_cl,proposed,proposed_cl,mdata) 

iproposed=iprop 

if (iproposed.eq.l) then 

!--------single move function--------

do i=l,Npar 

Theta(iSim,i)=proposed(i) 

enddo 

do ml=l,mdata 

cltheory(iSim,ml)=proposed_cl(ml) !Accept the proposed step 

enddo 

LgLike(iSim)=propLike!Store the proposed Loglikelihood 

else 

do i=l,Npar 

Theta(iSim,i)=oldTheta(i) 

enddo 

do ml=l,mdata 

cltheory(iSim,ml)=oldTheta_cl(ml)!Keep previous position 

enddo 

LgLike(iSim)=oldLike !store previous position 

endif 

chi2(iSim)=-2*LgLike(iSim) 

chi2_dof(iSim)=chi2(iSim)/mdata 

!--------Record output data--------------

open(unit=7,file=lmcmc_data.txt",status='unknown', 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

$ access='append') 

write(7,'(f15.9,11 lI,f15.9,1I lI,f15.9,1I lI,f15.9,1I lI,f15.9, 

stop 

end 

$ II lI,f15.9,1I lI,f15.9,1I lI,f15.9,1I lI,f15.9,1I lI,f15.9,1I lI,f15.9, 

$ II lI,f20.8,1I lI,f20.8,1I lI,f20.8)') Theta(iSim,1),Theta(iSim,2), 

$ Theta(iSim,3),Theta(iSim,4),Theta(iSim,5),Theta(iSim,6), 

$ Theta(iSim,7),Theta(iSim,8),Theta(iSim,9),Theta(iSim,10), 

$ Theta(iSim,11),chi2(iSim),chi2_dof(iSim),LgLike(iSim) 

close(7) 

enddo! Ending the main loop 

!---------------------------
! Used subroutines 

!---------------------------
!-------This subroutine is for keeping parameters in a predifined r----

!-------ange in prior file 'propint.txt'--------

subroutine Proposal(propo,oldTheta,sig_par,sig_para,sigma, 

$ start,fin,Npar,proposed) 

impli cit none 

Dimension propo(15),oldTheta(15),sig_par(15),sig_para(15), 

$ sigma(15),start(15),fin(15),proposed(15) 

real propo,oldTheta,sig_par,sig_para,sigma,start,fin,proposed 

integer i,Npar,bound 

! -------Make a Jump from previous step--------

202 call Jump(sig_par,sig_para,sigma,oldTheta,Npar,propo) 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

bound=l 

do i=l,Npar 

if (propo(i).le.start(i).or.propo(i).ge.fin(i)) then !Making ---

!----------sure that parameters are in prescribed ranges-------

bound=O 

endif 

if (bound.eq.O) then ! we exit the loop as soon as one of the -----

!-----------parameters is out of bounds----------

goto 202 !generating a different random number 

endif 

enddo 

if (bound.eq.1) then! we only need to check if zl<z2 if all 5 params ---

!-----------are within the bounds---------

if (propo(3).ge.propo(4)) then 

bound=O 

endif 

endif 

if (bound.eq.1) then 

do i=l,Npar 

proposed(i)=propo(i) 

enddo 

else 

goto 202 

endif 

return 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

end 

!---------The subroutine for secting sigmas accordong to parameter--------

!---------ranges from the file---------

propinit.txt 

subroutine Jump(sig_par,sig_para,sigma,oldTheta,Npar,propo) 

implicit none 

Dimension sig_par(15),sig_para(15),sigma(15),oldTheta(15) 

$ ,propo(15) 

real sig_par,sig_para,sigma,oldTheta,propo,X,Y 

integer i,Npar 

call sigma_par(oldTheta,Npar,sig_par,sig_para,sigma) 

do i=l,Npar 

call GRNF(X,Y) 

propo(i)=oldTheta(i)+sigma(i)*X Making a random jump from --

!------previous position 

return 

end 

enddo 

!---------Make use of different standard deviation for zl,z2-------

subroutine sigma_par(oldTheta,Npar,sig_par,sig_para,sigma) 

implici t none 

dimension oldTheta(15),sig_par(15),sig_para(15),sigma(15) 

real oldTheta,sig_par,sig_para,sigma 

integer i,Npar 

do i=l,Npar 
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if (i.eq.3.or.i.eq.4) then 

sig_para(i)=sig_par(i)*(l+oldTheta(i» 

else 

sig_para(i)=sig_par(i) 

B.2 MCMC Code 

endif! The subroutine setting the standard deviation for-----

!-------different parameters---------

enddo 

do i=l,Npar 

sigma(i)=sig_para(i) 

enddo 

return 

end 

!-------Evaluating the proposed position using the loglikelihood test----

subroutine EvaluateTheta(iprop,propLike,oldLike,l_map,cl_map, 

$ err_map,oldTheta_cl,proposed,proposed_cl,mdata) 

implici t none 

dimension oldTheta_cl(1000),proposed_cl(1000),cl_map(1000), 

$ err_map(1000),I_map(1000),proposed(15) 

real propLike, oldLike, diff,ediff,oldTheta_cl,proposed_cl, 

$ cl_map,err_map,chi2,proposed,rand 

integer mdata,moo,iprop,l_map,i 

call chisqd(proposed_cl,cl_map,err_map,l_map,chi2,mdata) 

propLike=-chi2/2.0 !Loglikelihood for the proposed steps 

call chisqd(oldTheta_cl,cl_map,err_map,l_map,chi2,mdata) 

oldLike=-chi2/2.0!Loglikelihood for the old (previous) position 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

diff=propLike-oldLike 

ediff=exp(diff) ! Computing the probability of accepting next step 

if (diff.gt.O.O) then 

moo=l 

elseif (rand().lt.exp(diff)) then 

moo=l 

else 

moo=O 

endif 

iprop=moo 

!------In case of tasting the proposed loglikelihood,the old one----

!------their difference------

!------the acceptance probability-------

!------and the integer logical number after evaluating are ----

!------printed on the screen. 

open(unit=21,file=lIproposed_steps.txt",status='unknown', 

$ access='append') 

write(21,'(f7.4," l,f7.4," l,fl0.4," l,fl0.4," l,f7.4," ", 

$ f7. 4 , II ", f7 . 4, II ", f7 . 4 ," ", f7 . 4, II ", f7 . 4, II ", f7 . 4, II II 

$ e20. 5, II ", e20. 5, II ", e20. 5, II ", e20. 5, II ", i2.1) ') 

$ proposed(1),proposed(2),proposed(3) ,proposed(4) ,propos ed(5) , 

$ proposed(6),proposed(7) ,proposed(8) ,proposed(9) ,propos ed(10), 

$ proposed(ll),propLike,oldLike,diff,ediff,iprop 

close(21) 
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B.2 MCMC Code 

write(*,'(e20.5," ",e20.5,11 ",e20.5," lI,e20.5," ",i2.1)') 

$ propLike,oldLike,diff,ediff,iprop 

return 

end 

!--------Finding the chi-squared (chi2) using CAMB output and WMAP 

!5year binned TT power spectrum--------

subroutine chisqd(p_cl , cl_map, err_map, I_map, chi2 ,mdata) 

implicit none 

dimension p_cl(1000) ,p_diff(1000),cl_map(1000) ,err_map (1000) , 

$ I_map (000) 

real chi2,p_cl,p_diff,cl_map,err_map 

integer mdata,ith,l_map 

chi2=0. 

do ith=1,mdata 

p_diff(ith)=««p_cl(ith») 

$ -«cl_map(ith»»**2)/«err_map(ith»**2) 

chi2=chi2+p_diff(ith) 

open (unit=28,file='cl_comp.txt',status='unknown', 

$ access='append') 

write(28,'(i10.3," ",e20.8," ",e20.8," ",e20.8," ",e20.8)') 

$ l_map(ith),cl_map(ith),err_map(ith), 

$ (p_cl(ith»*(cl_map(5»/(p_cl(5»,p_diff(ith)!Comparing both ----

!---------theorectical CAMB and WMAP data cls-------

close(28) 

enddo 
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return 

end 

write(*,'(f15.3)') chi2 

B.2 MCMC Code 

!--------Random number generator subroutine--------

SUBROUTINE GRNF(X,Y) 

implici t none 

REAL PI,R1,R2,X,Y,rand 

PI = 4.0*ATAN(1.0) 

R1 = -ALOG(1.0-rand()) 

R2 = 2.0*PI*rand() 

R1 = SQRT(2.0*R1) 

X = R1*COS(R2) 

Y = R1*SIN(R2) 

RETURN 

END 

!----------Equation of state function-----------

subroutine wdyn_func(nwa,wO,w1,z1,z2,delta,a,wa) 

implicit none 

dimension a(100),wa(100),f1(100),f2(100) 

!---------equation of state for dark energy------

real a,a1,a2,wa,da 

real delta,wO,w1,z1,z2,f1,f2 

integer ia,nwa 

a1 = 1.0/(1.0+z1) 

a2 = 1.0/(1.0+z2) 
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a(1)=10e-3 

da=O.Ol 

do ia=l,nwa 

a(ia+l)=a(ia)+da 

B.3 Code for selecting models 

fl(ia) = (tanh«(1.0/a(ia))-(1.0/al))/delta)) 

f2(ia) = (tanh«(1.0/a(ia))-(1.0/a2))/delta)) 

wa(ia) = wO + O.5*(wl-wO)*(fl(ia) - f2(ia)) 

enddo 

return 

end 

B.3 Code for selecting models 

%----------------------------------------------
%b) The code for selection of models with 

%low chi-squared 

%---------------------------------------------
% Matlab code to pick models with chi-squared 

% per degree of freedom(p.d.o.f) in the range [1,1.9]. 

%DESCRIPTION: 

% This code load the file containing the chain 

% and then select the best fit parameters by 
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B.3 Code for selecting models 

%taking the small value of chi-squared. 

% 

function testaccel_last 

clear all% resetting 

% Loading the file containing a chain 

fo=load('mcmc_data.txt'); 

ch=13;% The column corresponding to the chi-squared 

%p.d.f 

co=find(fo(:,ch»1.0 & fo(:,ch)<1.9); 

% 

fch=fo(co,:); 

indo=unique(fch(:,ch));% Avoiding repeatition 

chi=fo(indo,:); 

[m,n]=size(chi);% Getting the size of unprepeated 

%steps for chi-squares p.d.o.f 

save('chifit21.txt', 'chi*', '-ASCII')%Saving that 

%to a file. 

% Setting random indexes for selecting randomly 

%some of the tolal steps. 

ri=randi(m,[20,1]); 

zt=O:O.05:1000; %redshift interval and range 

nzt=length(zt); 

%[m n]=size(par); 

% pause 

% paraameters 
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G=6. 67e-11; 

for i=ri 

for j=l :nzt 

%W(z) parameters 

wO(i)=fo(i,l); 

wl(i)=fo(i,2) ; 

zl(i)=fo(i,3);%first redshift 

z2(i)=fo(i,4);%second redshift 

delta(i)=fo(i,S);%transition width 

%Other parameters involved in the 

%calculation of acceleration 

B.3 Code for selecting models 

HO(i)=fo(i,6);% Hubble parameter 

OmegaO(i)=fo(i,9);% gark energy 

OmegamO(i)=fo(i,8)+fo(i,7);%cold matter 

% Writing our parametrization 

fl(i,j) = (tanh«(l+zt(j»-(l+zl(i»)./delta(i»); 

f2(i,j) = (tanh«(1+zt(j»-(1+z2(i»)./delta(i»); 

wz(i,j) = wO(i) + O.S.*(wl(i)-wO(i».*(fl(i,j) - f2(i,j»; 

% We want to evaluate 

%rhode(z)=rhodeO.exp(3.*integral(1+w(z»./(1+z),O,z») 

fzl(i,j)=(l+wO(i».*log(l+zt(j»; 

y(i,j)= O.S.*(wl(i)-wO(i».*(tanh«zt(j)-zl(i»./delta(i»- ... 

tanh«zt(j)-z2(i»/delta(i»)./(1+zt(j»; 
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end 

end 

B.3 Code for selecting models 

%Integrating using cumsimpson a function 

% provided in Mathworks. 

fz2=cumsimpson(zt',y'); 

%rhod=rhodeO.*exp(3.*(fz1+fz2')); 

fz=exp(3.*(fz1+fz2')); 

%Looping over models to get acceleration 

for k=1:m 

for 1=1:nzt 

Q(k,1)=-(OmegamO(k).*(1+zt(1)).-(3)+OmegaO(k)* ... 

fz(k,1).*(1+3.*wz(k,1)));%acceleration using the 

%the acceleration equation 

end 

end 

figure (1) 

plot(zt,Q(ri,:))% ploting acceleration for selected models. 

axes('position', [0.175 0.25 0.175 0.25]) %choosing the size for the subplot 

plot(zt,Q(ri,:)) 

axis([O 2 -0.69 1]) 
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B.4 Code for plotting the CMB power spectrum and w(z) 

B.4 Code for plotting the CMB power spectrum 

and w(z) 

%THIS CODE PLOTS EQUATION OF STATE FOR A DOUBLE KINK 

%PARAMETRIZATION AND THE CMB POWERSPECTRUM CORRESPONDING 

%TO THE CHOSEN PARAMETER 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

params = load('params.txt');% loading the file parameters. 

cl = load('p_spect.dat');% loading the multiple moment and 

%cmb power spectrum from camb 

1 = cl(:,l); 

map = colormap('lines'); 

z = 0:0.01:100; %The redshift used in finding the values of 

%equation of state w(z) 

a = 1./(1+z);% The scalar factors 

wvec = l:size(params,l); %Rows in the used parameters file 

for i = wvec 

wo = params(i,l); %First parameter 

wi = params(i,2); %Second parameter 

zl = params(i,3); %Third parameter 

z2 = params(i,4); %fourth parameter 

dela = params(i,5);%fith parameter 

al = 1./0+z1); 

a2 = 1./ 0 +z2) ; 

% DOUBLE KINK PARAMETRIZATION 
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B.5 Dark energy and dark matter density using the double kink 
parameterization 

f1 = (tanh«(1.0dO./a)-(1.0dO./a1))./dela)); 

f2 = (tanh«(1.0dO./a)-(1.0dO./a2))./dela)); 

wz= wo + O.5*(w1-wo)*(f1 - f2); 

figure (1) 

plot(z,wz,'color',map(i,:)), hold on % plotting the equation of state 

% CMB POWERSPECTRUM FORM CAMB 

figure (2) 

semilogx(l,cl(i,l)./max(cl(i,l)),'color',map(i,:)), hold on % Plotting 

%the power sppectum 

end 

% WMAP FIVE YEAR TT POWER SPECTRUM PLOTTING; 

cl_wmap5 = load('wmap_binned_tt_spectrum_5yr_v3.txt'); %loading 

%the WMAP5 data 

errorbar(cl_wmap5(:,1),cl_wmap5(:,4)./max(cl_wmap5(:,4)), ... 

cl_wmap5(:,5)./max(cl_wmap5(:,4)),'.'), hold on % Plotting 

%WMAP5 data with errorbars. 

B.5 Dark energy and dark matter density using 

the double kink parameterization 

%THIS CODE IS FOR FINDING THE DENSITY PARAMETER VALUES 

%FOR CONSIDERED MODELS 

function Omegad 

clear all 
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B.5 Dark energy and dark matter density using the double kink 
parameterization 

p=load('para.txt'); %Loading the parameter file 

zt=O.OOl:0.01:7j% redshift range 

nzt=length(zt);% the length of the redshift vector 

[m n]=size(p)j % size of the data file 

map=colormapC'lines'); % color map 

%Start looping over models with parameters: wO, wi, zl, z2, delta. 

for i=l:m 

for j=l:nzt 

wO(i)=p(i,1) ; 

w1(i) =p (i, 2) j 

z1(i)=pCi, 3) ; 

z2Ci)=pCi ,4) ; 

delta(i)=pCi,5) j 

%CONSTANTS 

HO=70; %Hubble parameter 

G=6.67e-ll; %Gravitational constant 

OmegaO=O.7; %Dark energy density parameter 

OmegamO=O.3;% Dark matter density parameter 

rhodeO=OmegaO.*3.*HO.-2./(8.*pi.*G); %Dark energy density today. 

%loop=l; 

% We want to evaluate the rhode(z)=rhodeO.*3.*integral(1+w(z)). 

%/(l+z),O,z) (equation 3.3) 

fl(i,j)=(l+wO(i)).*log(l+zt(j)); 

F=@(x)Ctanh«x-zl)./delta)-tanh«x-z2)./delta))./(1+x);%The integrand 
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B.5 Dark energy and dark matter density using the double kink 
parameterization 

f2(i,j)=(wl(i)-wO(i)).*quadl(F,O,zt(j)); % Integrating using 

% 'quadl' function 

rhod(i,j)=rhodeO.*exp(3.*(fl(i,j)+f2(i,j))); % Getting 

%dark density 

% Plotting the dark energy density 

plot(zt(j),rhod(i,j),'color',map(i,:)), hold on 

end 
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